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FOREWORD

The OSART programme has become not only the most visible operational
service that the IAEA provides for its Member States operating nuclear power
plants, but also an effective vehicle for promoting international co-operation
for the enhancement of plant operational safety. In order to maintain
consistency in the OSART reviews, OSART Guidelines (IAEA TECDOC-449) have been
developed and used in the last two years. These guidelines specify the
objectives (goals) to be considered and the assessments to be carried out in
the various areas important to operational safety. They are intended to
ensure the comprehensiveness of the reviewing process, but do not set
evaluation criteria by which actual performance could be assessed. This is
not necessary in most areas because of an abundance of relevant published
material and the apparent consensus among experts.

There are, however, a limited number of areas in which major developments
have occurred or are still occurring, such as in surveillance testing or
operating experience feedback, or which are off the main routes to operational
safety, such as industrial safety and fire protection in nuclear power
plants. Supplementary guidance and reference material is therefore needed to
help attain comprehensiveness and consistency in the OSART reviews of these
items. The first document of a series catering to these needs is presented
here. It is devoted to the surveillance activities in a nuclear power plant
which in principle ensure that hardware and software perform as intended and
that latent deficiencies are discovered before they become manifest through
abnormal events, incidents or accidents. In addition to a relatively concise
text, several annexes have been provided to illustrate excellent practice as
found in various operating nuclear power plants.

It is expected that this document will make a valuable contribution
within the framework of the OSART programme and furthermore will support the
general drive for excellence in operational safety, that extends beyond
meeting regulatory requirements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This document provides guidance to Operational Safety Review Teams
(OSARTs) for reviewing surveillance activities at a nuclear power plant. In
addition, the document contains reference material to support the review of
surveillance activities, to assist within the Technical Support area and to
ensure consistency between individual reviews. Drafts of the document have
already been used on several OSART missions and found to be useful.

The document first considers the objectives of an excellent surveillance
programme. Investigations to determine the quality of the surveillance
programme are then discussed. The attributes of an excellent surveillance
programme are listed. Advice follows on how to phrase questions so as to
obtain an informative response on surveillance features. Finally, specific
equipment is mentioned that should be considered when reviewing functional
tests.

Four annexes provide examples drawn from operating nuclear power plants.
They were selected to supplement the main text of the document with the best
international practices as found in OSART reviews. They should in no way
limit the acceptance and development of alternative approaches that lead to
equivalent or better results.



2. REVIEW OF THE SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMME

References : IAEA, Surveillance of Items Important to Safety in Nuclear Power
Plants: A Safety Guide, Safety Series No. 50-SG-08, IAEA, Vienna
(1982).
IAEA, OSART Guidelines, Reference Document for IAEA Operational
Safety Review Teams, IAEA-TECDOC-449, Vienna (1988).

Objectives
2.1 A surveillance programme should be established and implemented to verify
that provisions for safe operation which were made in the design, and checked
during construction and commissioning, continue to exist during the life of
the plant. At the same time, the programme should verify that safety margins
are adequate and provide a high tolerance for operational occurrences, errors
and malfunctions. Surveillance should be carried out to ensure that systems,
materials, equipment, software and personnel continue to function within
acceptable limits and that actions would be taken to place the plant in a safe
condition if safety limits were exceeded.

2.2 The general objectives of the surveillance programme in the broadest
sense are basically to detect and correct any anomalous condition before it
significantly affects safety. The anomalous conditions which are of concern
to the surveillance programme should include not only equipment and material
failures but also equipment and material deficiencies, deficiencies in
software performance, and deficiencies and errors in human performance. In
fact, detection and correction of any deficiencies in plant operation and
plant design, and detection of deficiencies in the regulatory requirements and
technical specifications, should be covered by the broad objectives of the
surveillance programme. When deficiencies in the regulatory requirements and
technical specifications are indicated, then the appropriate regulatory
authorities can be notified. If the broad objectives of the surveillance
programme do not explicitly encompass all these areas, then gaps could have
been left in ensuring safe operation.

2.3 To accomplish its objectives, the surveillance programme should have a
clear organizational chart identifying functions, the organizations and
individuals responsible for the functions, and the communication links among
the functions and organizations. Testing, maintenance, inspection, repair and
data evaluation should be explicitly identified in the organizational chart to
cover all aspects of surveillance. There should also be clear interfaces with
equipment qualification activities.

2.4 In order to detect and correct any anomalous condition before it begins
to have safety implications, the surveillance programme needs to be a closed
loop programme in which data collected by the programme are evaluated to be
fed back to the programme. By evaluating the data and incidents that have
occurred, the effectiveness of the surveillance programme can be evaluated and
can be improved where necessary. The function of individual surveillance
activities should therefore include collection of data as well as detection
and correction of failures and deficiencies. The data evaluation function
should be clearly identified in the surveillance programme functions.

2.5 The bases for the surveillance programme should be clearly documented and
should be cross-referenced to technical specifications. However, the
surveillance programme should not be solely based on satisfying technical
specifications but should be more generally based on safety analyses and



evaluation of the data generated by the programme. The specific objective of
satisfying technical specifications does not necessarily satisfy the broader,
more important, objective of identifying and correcting any anomalous
condition, whether it is covered by technical specifications or not. Neither
does the specific objective of satisfying technical specifications necessarily
include the objective of evaluating the safety and reliability adequacy of the
technical specifications, which should be an important part of a surveillance
programme. These broader objectives are necessary to ensure in a complete
manner the safe operation and safe design of the plant.
2.6 To ensure the detection and correction of failures and deficiencies,
there should be a clearly identified process for preparing, revising and
administering surveillance procedures. Functions should be identified, not
only for writing and preparing procedures, but also for ensuring their
correctness and comprehensibility, and for revising the procedures in a timely
manner. Responsible individuals should be identified for each function. The
procedures themselves should be clear, should identify what data to record,
should define the acceptability criteria and should define actions to be
taken, not only if failures are detected but also if deficiencies are
detected. There also should be clear sign off requirements for initiating and
completing the test. The procedures should furthermore have a consistent
format across different surveillance activities.
2.7 To accomplish its objectives, the surveillance programme should have a
master scheduling programme which schedules and interfaces the times of
different surveillance activities to satisfy surveillance interval
requirements. The interfaces should include both testing and maintenance
interfaces. The master schedule should account not only for regulatory
constraints but also for safety considerations in scheduling surveillance
activities. The scheduling programme should furthermore reflect, where
feasible, applications of safety and reliability principles to the scheduling
of the individual surveillance activities.

2.8 If the objectives of a comprehensive surveillance programme are to detect
and correct any anomalous condition before it affects safety, then the
programme will have systematic methods for evaluating and prioritizing the
effects on safety of anomalous conditions which occur. This implies that the
programme should have some type of plant model to evaluate systematically the
general safety effects of anomalous conditions that occur. The model should
be a dynamic model in that it should be updated at timely intervals to reflect
current design and operating conditions.

2.9 Finally, the key ingredient of a surveillance programme is the people
involved. Documents and documenting procedures are important to the programme
but it is the people who make the programme work. The people should be
qualified and should not only understand their respective duties but also show
an awareness of the importance of their contributions. The personnel should
furthermore want to be personally active in ensuring the safety of the plant.
It is only with this attitude to safety on their part that the surveillance
programme will be effective in its implementation and application.

Preparatory work
2.10 Documents to be made available for review at the plant:

Description of the surveillance programme
QA manual
Administrative procedures which define the organization, objectives

and responsibilities of surveillance personnel



Qualifications of the personnel involved in the programme
Master schedule for surveillance testing programme
Selected surveillance procedures
Special requirements (letters, reports, etc.) from the regulatory

body in the surveillance area
Evaluations which have been performed on data collected by the
programme.

Investigations
2.11 Verify that an overall surveillance programme plan exists for the plant,
encompassing surveillance, testing, maintenance, inspection, repair and data
evaluation activities. The programme should cover both failure detection and
deficiency detection and should cover equipment, materials, software
performance and human performance. The programme should carry out condition
monitoring activities wherever feasible in addition to routine functional
tests that are performed. The programme should also show interfaces with
equipment qualification activities. The programme should be complete and
should indicate how the proving of all the safety barriers to radiation in the
plant is achieved by the surveillance activities.
2.12 In addition to a programme plan, verify that there are organizational
charts for the programme. The organizational charts should be clearly
documented and up to date, and should identify specific functions and
individuals responsible for the functions. The organizational charts should
also identify clear communication links among the individuals responsible for
specific functions in the programme. In addition to the clear documentation
of the general programme through programme plans and organizational charts,
the individuals who are named as being responsible for the surveillance
programme should communicate that they have a clear understanding of their
duties in the programme consistent with their documented duties.

2.13 For those surveillance activities that require procedures, verify that
administratively controlled procedures exist for the surveillance activities.
Documents should identify all the procedures, and each procedure should be
cross-referenced to the basis for the surveillance activity. The basis should
include not only technical specifications and regulatory requirements, but
also safety analyses which identify the safety and reliability bases for the
surveillance activity. The documentation should also identify the time
intervals for each surveillance activity, as well as the tolerances on these
time intervals.

2.14 As part of the control of the surveillance procedure, review whether
documentation exists which defines procedures for formulating the surveillance
procedures, for ensuring the correctness and comprehensibility of the
procedures, and for documenting and implementing in a timely manner revisions
to the procedures. Documentation should also identify the organizations and
name individuals who are responsible for these functions. The individuals
responsible for specific areas should furthermore communicate that they have a
clear understanding of their responsibilities consistent with those
documented. In addition to any technical specifications or regulatory
requirements, the individuals should understand the basis in safety analysis
of the procedures.

2.15 Verify that a master scheduling document exists which defines the times
at which all surveillance activities are to be performed. A typical tolerance
used in some countries for the deviation from a required test time interval is
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plus or minus 25% of the interval. An example of allowable tolerances for a
certain plant is given in Table 1 of Annex 1. Individuals should be
identified who are responsible for co-ordinating the scheduling of
surveillance activities. The scheduling documents approach should clearly
co-ordinate testing and maintenance schedules, and should identify conflicts
in surveillance and maintenance activities which should be avoided. The
scheduling approach should furthermore have a means of identifying specific
items of equipment which should not be down at the same time because of the
effect on safety. The conflicts and safety impacts should be based not only
on regulatory requirements but also on safety analysis considerations.

2.16 Review whether the scheduling document reflects the application of the
principles of separating channel tests and train tests by at least one shift
to prevent multiple human errors that could result in common cause failures of
equipment. The scheduling document should reflect the application of the
principle, where feasible, of uniformly staggering different channel tests and
different train tests, with equal intervals between tests. The scheduling
should also reflect, where feasible, the application of reliability
considerations to determine surveillance intervals. Finally, the scheduling
document should apply the principle of carrying out as soon as possible,
reliability and safety impacts being taken into consideration, any
surveillance activities that have been interrupted by plant shutdowns.

2.17 Review how special tests which have no previously defined procedures are
controlled by the surveillance programme. The programme should have in place
a process to review the design envelope impacts and safety analysis impacts of
any special test before it is conducted. The process should require that the
plant's safety committee, or its equivalent, independently reviews and
approves any special tests before they are conducted. The reviews should
specifically verify that the test is properly instrumented. The process
should identify the appropriate regulatory bodies to be informed before the
tests are conducted. The process should confirm that the plant is brought
back in a timely manner to a normal operating condition as soon as the test is
completed. Actions to be taken if problems arise should also be clearly
specified.

2.18 Review selected procedures on selected safety related equipment or
structures to determine the adequacy of the procedures. The procedures should
identify the objectives of the test, prerequisites for the test including
authorizations required to perform it, reactor operating conditions required
for it, plant configurations to avoid when performing it, and any special
equipment required for the test. For field tests, the prerequisites should
also identify the required communications between the field test personnel and
the control room personnel.

2.19 Review whether the selected procedures clearly identify the hazards of
performing the test. The hazards identified should include personnel hazards,
equipment hazards and man-machine interface hazards. The man-machine
interface hazards should include errors that could be committed in conducting
the test and which should be avoided. The equipment hazards should include
identification of items of safety equipment which are rendered unavailable by
the test and which should be restored in a timely manner to their operable
state. If multiple items of equipment are involved in the restoration or in
the human interface, then there should be a separate validation that the
equipment is in its proper operational status.
2.20 Review whether the selected procedures clearly identify the
acceptability criterion and the failure criterion. The failure modes of the
equipment should also be clearly identified. The procedures should
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furthermore identify conditions which constitute deficiencies or degraded
performance. The procedures should also contain clear instructions on how to
record information yielded by the test, including deficiencies and ageing
degradations that are observed. There should be a clear format for recording
the data to be obtained from the test. For an observed failure or deficiency,
there should be clear instructions on what actions are required. The actions
should detail which individuals need to be notified and what regulatory or
deficiency reports need to be written and by when. For failures, the actions
should require that the shift supervisor be promptly notified. When a failure
is detected, the instructions should also identify what additional equipment
should be tested, or should be considered for being tested, to ensure that
this other equipment has not also failed owing to the same occurrence (common
cause failures). If no regulatory requirements exist for when other tests are
to be performed, then the consideration of other tests should include
consideration of the systematic nature of the failure cause and the downtimes
associated with the other tests.

2.21 Review whether the steps of the selected procedures are clearly
understandable by the person performing the test, whatever his level of
experience. The steps should also not be encumbered by unnecessary detail.
The procedure should identify a clear start and clear finish of the test.
There should essentially be one step for each action to be taken by the person
conducting the test. There should be indications of the feedback that the
person should receive if the step is correctly performed. Each step in the
procedure should have a space to be checked off when the step is completed.
There should be clearly identified sign off requirements when the test is
completed.

2.22 Witness the execution of one or more selected tests to ensure that the
tests are actually conducted correctly. Before the test is performed, the
person performing the test should communicate an understanding of the
objective of the test, the prerequisites for the tests, the hazards of the
test, success and failure criteria, the data to be collected in the test,
actions to be taken if a failure or deficiency is identified, check off and
tag out procedures, and sign off procedures.

2.23 In executing the test, witness whether the personnel obtains the proper
authorization (for instance, the shift supervisor's authorization) to start
the test, correctly executes the test and checks off each step as it is
taken. The personnel should properly restore, in a timely manner, any
equipment that has been reconfigured for the test to its before-test status.
If multiple safety related equipment has been reconfigured, it should be
verified that the equipment has been restored. Any tag-outs associated with
the test should also be restored. If failures or deficiencies are detected
during the test, the personnel should take the proper actions, including
notification of the shift supervisor if a failure has been detected. The
personnel should finally obtain the required sign offs to complete the test.

2.24 To investigate how human errors are treated, question the person
conducting the test about how he (or she) would treat an error he might commit
in performing the test or how he would treat an error which he found had
already been committed by another individual (such as the person finding a
valve was misconfigured). The person should be frank and should say that he
would record the error before correcting it and redoing the test. The plant
management in turn should foster an attitude that human errors are not to be
penalized but are to be understood and are to be corrected through improved
procedures and training.
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2.25 Review how the test records are stored in the surveillance programme.
There should be a basis for the time limits for the retention of the test
records. Records significant to safety should be stored in a safe and secure
storage area which is protected against hazards.
2.26 Review how the data are evaluated which are obtained from the
surveillance activities, and review how the evaluations are fed back to the
surveillance programme for evaluating the effectiveness of the programme and
for making improvements in plant operation and design. There should be a
clearly identified process to evaluate the implications for performance,
reliability, and safety of the data collected in the surveillance activities.
There should be a clear feedback process in which the results of the
evaluations are transmitted to the responsible systems engineers, as well as
other personnel affected by the results.

2.27 Review whether the data evaluations are computerized and whether there
is a backup for the data obtained from the surveillance programme. The
evaluations should include graphical methods to assist in interpretation of
the results. The evaluations should include analyses of trends, ageing, root
causes, human errors, reliability and safety. The analyses should include
evaluations of the safety and reliability adequacy of the technical
specifications and regulatory requirements underlying specific surveillance
activities. The analyses should in fact encompass evaluation of any relevant
aspect of plant operation and plant design when it is reflected in the data.
They should encompass expectation considerations or action considerations to
identify what actions are indicated. The analyses should also consider
incidents and evaluations at other plants which could be relevant to the
evaluation process.
2.28 As part of the analyses, review whether indicators are specified, to
evaluate the effectiveness of the surveillance programme. The indicators
should cover all relevant aspects of the effectiveness of the surveillance
programme, including the effectiveness of incident detection, of failure
detection, of equipment performance, of reliability and of safety. The
indicators should relate to the effectiveness of the general programme as well
as the effectiveness of individual parts of the programme.

2.29 If specific indicators are used that define the surveillance
effectiveness to be the ratio of the number of incidents detected by the
surveillance to the total number of incidents, then care must be taken in
interpreting these indicators. If the number of incidents in the numerator
includes those incidents detected only by specific types of surveillance
tests, then the indicator gives the fraction of all the incidents considered
in the denominator which were detected by these specific surveillance tests.
If the number of incidents in the numerator detected by the surveillance
activities includes incidents detected by both surveillance tests and
maintenance, then the indicator gives the fraction of all incidents considered
in the denominator which were detected by either testing or maintenance. The
latter indicator gives more of an indication of the overall effectiveness of
the programme as opposed to the effectiveness of specific surveillance tests.
These indicators, however, only give measures of the effectiveness of incident
detection and they should be supplemented by other indicators, including
indicators of the effectiveness of failure detection (where functional
failures only are considered), indicators of reliability effectiveness (where
effectiveness in controlling individual system reliability and unavailability
levels is measured) and indicators of safety effectiveness (where
effectiveness in controlling the general plant safety level is measured).
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2.30 An important part of the data evaluations is evaluations of the human
performance in the plant. Review whether the human contributions to safety
performance and reliability performance are identified and are evaluated
according to human factor considerations. The focus of the evaluations should
be on preventing human errors from occurring in the future, by understanding
the causes and by improving procedures and training. The plant should foster
an environment which facilitates the collection and evaluation of human
performance data and which does not focus on penalizing human errors.
2.31 Review whether periodic reports are generated as part of the output from
the data evaluation process. In the reports, the trends and anomalies, and
associated actions to be considered, should be clearly separated from the
normal and expected behaviour identified in the analyses. The periodic
reports serve to document and formalize the data analyses, which facilitates
the evaluation process.

2.32 Finally, review whether there is an audit process in place at the plant,
to audit the general surveillance programme and the individual aspects of the
programme. The audit process should be carried out as part of the quality
assurance functions implemented at the plant. The audit process should be
carried out periodically, and the process should audit the effectiveness and
quality of the programme in ensuring in a complete manner the safe operation
and safe design of the plant.
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3. ATTRIBUTES OF AN EXCELLENT SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMME

The previous section described the investigations that can be carried
out and the responses that should be provided by the plant if the plant has an
excellent surveillance programme. The attributes of an excellent surveillance
programme discussed in the previous section are collected here in the form of
a summary list to assist further in evaluating a specific plant's surveillance
programme. An excellent surveillance programme should have the following:

Excellent objectives and bases
o Broad objectives of detecting and correcting any anomalous condition

before it has significant safety implications.

o Complete coverage of all safety barriers to radiation in the plant.
o Complete coverage of all failures and all deficiencies of equipment,

materials, software performance, operator aids and human performance.
o Condition monitoring carried out wherever feasible in addition to

routine functional tests.
o Bases not only in technical specifications and regulatory

requirements but more generally in safety analyses and incident
analyses.

Excellent organization of functions and activities
o A closed loop programme to evaluate data collected by the programme

to feed back to it.

o All surveillance activities identified and interfaced, including
equipment qualification, surveillance testing, inspection, corrective
actions, maintenance and data evaluation.

o Cross-referencing of surveillance activities to regulatory
requirements and safety analyses bases.

Excellent administrative control
o Clearly documented administrative responsibilities identifying

functions, responsible organizations and individuals, and
communication interfaces.

o Individuals who understand and communicate to site personnel their
responsibilities, which are consistent with those documented, and who
adopt an appropriate attitude to safety.

Excellent control of surveillance procedure
o Procedures cross-referenced to technical specifications and safety

analyses bases.

o Clearly identified procedures, functions and responsibilities for
writing surveillance procedures, for ensuring their correctness and
comprehensibility, and for periodically revising the procedures.

o Independent and timely validation of procedural revisions.
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o The review of surveillance procedure should be part of the quality
assurance function at the plant.

Excellent scheduling of surveillance activities
o A master scheduling document defining the intervals and times at

which all scheduled testing and maintenance activities are to be
performed.

o An individual responsible for co-ordinating the scheduling of all
surveillance activities.

o Scheduling principles to satisfy regulatory constraints and to
prevent testing and maintenance conflicts.

o Scheduling principles to prevent items of equipment being down at the
same time and thus causing significant safety impacts.

o Scheduling principles to separate different channel tests and
different train tests to prevent common cause failures.

o Scheduling principles to stagger uniformly different channel tests
and different train tests where feasible.

o Scheduling principles to use reliability considerations where
feasible to determine surveillance test intervals.

o Scheduling principles to carry out as soon as possible, with due
consideration for safety and reliability, surveillance activities
that have been interrupted by plant shutdown.

Excellent control of special tests
o Process to review design impacts and safety analysis impacts of the

special test.

o Independent review by the plant safety committee or equivalent
o Identification of the proper regulatory body before the test is

conducted.

o Assurance of the proper instrumentation of the test.
o Identified actions to be taken if problems arise.
o Emphasis that the plant be brought back to a normal operating

condition as soon as test is completed.

Excellence of selected surveillance procedures
o Objectives of the test clearly stated.
o Prerequisites for the test to be clearly identified which include:

authorization to start the test
acceptable reactor operating conditions
acceptable plant configuration conditions
required communications for field tests.
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o Hazards in performing the test to be clearly identified which include:
personnel hazards
man-machine interface hazards including human errors that can be
committed
equipment brought down by the test which should be restored as
quickly as possible.

o Acceptability and failure criteria clearly identified.
o Conditions constituting deficiencies and ageing degradations in

performance explicitly defined.
o Clear instructions and data forms for recording the information to be

obtained in the test.
o Clear instructions on actions to be taken if a failure or deficiency

is detected.
o For a failure, instructions requiring the shift supervisor to be

promptly notified.
o For a failure, relevant other equipment identified which is to be

tested to check for common cause failures.
o A clear start step for the procedure.
o Clear steps for executing the procedure with one step per action.
o Check off for each step.
o Identification of feedback indicating that the step was correctly

executed.
o Clear end step for the procedure.
o Validation identified for restoring equipment and tag outs.
o Clearly identified sign off requirements including a requirement that

the shift supervisor is to sign off when the test is completed.
Excellence in the execution of selected surveillance procedures
o Personnel clearly understand the test procedure including:

objectives of the test
prerequisites for the test
hazards in conducting the test
success and failure criteria
data to be collected
actions to be taken if a failure or deficiency is detected
sign off requirements.

o Personnel exhibit an attitude of wanting to ensure safety in
conducting the test.

o Personnel properly execute the test.
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Excellence in the treatment of human errors
o Personnel exhibit frankness in identifying and recording human errors

that can occur.

o Management foster an attitude that human errors are not to be
penalized but are to be corrected by means of improved procedures and
training.

Excellent treatment of test records
o Specific time limits for the retention of test records and a basis

for the time limits.
o Significant records stored in a safe and secure storage area.
Excellent evaluation of surveillance data
o A clearly identified process to evaluate the implications for

performance, reliability and safety of the data collected in the
programme.

o A clearly identified process for feeding back the evaluation results
to the reponsible systems engineers and other affected organizations
and individuals.

o Computerization of the evaluations and backup of the software,

o Focus on graphical presentations and communication of results.

o Comprehensive evaluations including analyses for trends, ageing, root
causes, human errors, reliability and safety.

o Evaluations of the adequacy for safety and reliability of technical
specifications and regulatory requirements.

o Consideration of other plant data and incidents where relevant.
o Expectation levels and action limits incorporated into the

evaluations to identify actions to be taken.

o Indicators developed to measure the effectiveness of the whole
programme and parts of the programme including the effectiveness of:

incident detection
failure detection
performance
reliability
safety.

o Evaluations of the contributions of human error that consider how to
correct and prevent the errors.

o Evaluation reports periodically produced that clearly identify
trends, anomalies and indicated actions.
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Excellence in auditing the surveillance programme
o Audit process in place to audit periodically the overall programme

and individual aspects of the programme.

o Audit process part of the quality assurance function at the plant.
Excellence in personnel
o Personnel well qualified.
o Programmes in place to maintain qualifications and motivation.
o Personnel exhibits an attitude to safety of wanting to understand

safety implications and wanting to be personally active in ensuring
safety.
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4. PHRASING OF QUESTIONS

To obtain information on the items that have been identified and that
constitute an excellent surveillance programme, the questions to the plant
personnel should be phrased in such a manner as to obtain useful information.
Questions which can be answered by "yes" or "no" do not generally produce
useful information. For example, the question "Do you have an effective
organization plan?" will probably produce the uninformative answer "Yes!". To
help obtain useful information the questions can be phrased in such a way as
"Please show me documentation" and "Please describe your understanding". For
example, to obtain information on the organization of the programme, the
question can be phrased in such a way as "Please show me documentation
describing the organization of your surveillance functions and please describe
your understanding of the organization". Asking the person also to describe
his or her understanding will show whether this is consistent with the
documented information that is produced.
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5. SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT TO BE CONSIDERED WHEN REVIEWING
FUNCTIONAL TESTS

Because of its importance to safety or because it provides information on
important aspects of surveillance, the following equipment should be
considered when reviewing functional tests:

Emergency diesel generators (safety importance)
Reactor protection system, logic test as well as verification of
setpoints (safe isolation of the train tested)
ECCS safety valves (safety importance and response time test)

- Pressure transmitters (test of a logic chain)
Room coolers (support equipment of safety importance)

- Pump performance tests (performance test - is the motor only tested?)
- Measuring and testing equipment (equipment which is sometimes

overlooked).
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Annexes 1-4

ACHIEVEMENTS IN SPECIFIC AREAS OF A SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMME
INCLUDING EXAMPLES

The following pages give examples of specific surveillance programmes or
specific areas of a surveillance programme. The examples can be compared with
the guidelines that have been discussed previously to see how they have been
followed in these specific applications. Each example has a separate title
page describing the aspects of the surveillance programme to which the example
relates.
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Annex 1

EXAMPLE OF A SURVEILLANCE PROGRAMME STRUCTURE

This example shows how a surveillance programme has been structured in a
specific case. The example (which has been translated) contains:

Programmatic approach (overall structure)
Structuring of test procedures
Scheduled follow-up for tests
Drafting and revising test procedures
Scope of test procedures
Statistics of test results
Measuring and test equipment.

The principal requirements for a surveillance programme should be set out
in high level documents, e.g. the operating manual and the quality assurance
manual. By such an approach, uniform structure and comparability of the
surveillance programmes of different countries could be achieved.

Level I Operating Manual
Quality Assurance Manual

Level II Administrative Procedure

Level III System related instructions
Test procedures
Shift instructions

The administrative procedures (Level II) show how the principal
requirements in the high level documents (Level I) can be converted into more
detailed procedures/instructions and how the responsibilities can be
established.

In the system related instructions (Level III), the test procedures and
shift instructions are described in detail and the testing requirements
specified so that testing can be carried out according to uniform criteria.

Furthermore, a system should be established which enables the
identification of the most recent revision of the test procedure, including
the internal and external review status and date on which the review was
carried out.
A.I. Structuring of Test Procedures

The basis of this process is to control all test procedures according to
the following criteria:

Inspection manual, which specifies
tests on safety related systems and components

- Manual for conventional inspection, which specifies
tests on conventional systems and components
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Manual for internal (in-house) tests, which specifies
tests of systems and components for availability.

To clarify these three categories the following criteria are used:
- The inspection manual containing all test procedures for important

safety related systems and components, which ensures:
o reactor shutdown
o power runback and decay heat removal
o safe containment of radioactive materials
o monitoring of radioactive releases.

All test procedures listed in the inspection manual are first approved
internally, and in addition must be approved by an independent inspector, and
changes can only be made through procedures agreed by the licensing
authority. [See Attachment 1.]

The manual for conventional inspection contains all test procedures
for systems and components with functions ensuring the safe operation
of the plant but not needed for:
o reactor shutdown
o power runback
o safe containment of radioactive materials
o monitoring of radioactive releases.

Furthermore, test procedures for:
o all safety valves and equipment to control pressure
o all pressure vessels
should be included.

All the test procedures listed in the manual for conventional inspection
are first approved internally and in addition most of these must be approved
by an independent inspector according to the national regulations. Changes to
these approved test procedures can only be made by means of procedures agreed
by the licensing authority.

The manual for internal tests contains all test procedures for
systems and components, tested exclusively for availability.

The test procedures listed in the manual for internal inspection are
approved only internally.

All these documents should contain the following information:
o number of test procedure
o test intervals for plant operator and inspector
o plant condition
o subject of testing
o type of testing
o scope of test
o comments, notes

A.2. Scheduled Follow-up for Tests
The surveillance programme provides information on the time sequence of

tests in a weekly cycle. From the weekly programme the following information
can be obtained:
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- System code
Number of test procedure
Subject of test
Operating mode
Performing/participating individuals
Test dates
o earliest date
o due date
o latest date
Comments, notes.

An example concerning earliest and latest test dates is given in
Table 1.

TABLE 1. EXAMPLE OF ALLOWABLE TOLERANCES OF PERIODIC
TESTS AND IN-SERVICE INSPECTIONS

TEST INTERVAL IfiLEBANCE

1 WEEKLY +/- 3 DAYS
2 WEEKLY +/- 5 DAYS
1 MONTHLY +/- 8 DAYS

2 MONTHLY V- 12 DAYS
3 MONTHLY +/- 16 DAYS
H MONTHLY +/- 22 DAYS
6 MONTHLY +/- 1 MONTH

1 YEARLY +/- 2 MONTHS
2 YEARLY +/- H MONTHS
3 YEARLY +/- 5 MONTHS
1 YEARLY +/- 6 MONTHS
5 YEARLY +/- 7 MONTHS
8 YEARLY +/- 11 MONTHS
10 YEARLY V- 12 MONTHS

A. 3. Drafting and Revising Test Procedures

In principal, test procedures should be available to the individual
performing all activities and tests, so that all tests can be performed
according to uniform criteria, and the test sequence can be followed up.

To draft, revise and co-ordinate with external bodies the test procedures
for:

o mechanical equipment
o electrical and instrumentation and control (I&C) equipment
o nuclear instrumentation
o radiation protection equipment

should be uniformly structured using a process description. Such a
description defines in detail who is responsible for:

Drafting and revision
Internal approval
External approval
Documentation.
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The process description outlines in what way and by whom the internal and
external approval should be documented.

Furthermore, this description shows in what way valid and approved test
procedures should be distributed to individuals in the latest stage of
revision prior to performance of the test.

For better co-operation of all parties it seems useful that individual
steps in drafting and revising test procedures for the internal and external
process and the responsibilities be specified in a flow diagram (Attachment 1).

As a means of support in drafting test procedures, "model procedures" are
useful, which could be structured as follows:

- Functional tests for I&C
Functional tests for electrical equipment
Functional tests for mechanical equipment

- Internal tests
Leak tests
Testing of safety equipment including safety valves

- Calibration
- Hydro tests
- Non-destructive tests

A. 4. Scope of Test Procedures
To be able to perform, evaluate and document tests according to uniform

criteria, detailed test procedures are required, which at the same time
provide the individual with instructions on how to conduct the test. In
addition, the test procedures are to indicate tolerances for tests where
measurable test values are given, so that an evaluation can be carried out.
Furthermore, the required items of measuring equipment and their accuracy are
to be specified. The necessary references and accessories are also to be
indicated. With regard to these general prerequisites, all test procedures
(see example in Attachment 2) are structured as follows:

- subject of testing
- type of test

test interval
test basis performing/participating individuals
objective of testing
scope of test

- references, accessories
operating mode, test prerequisites

- execution of test
remarks, notes
test certificate
signature of person conducting test.

A.5. Statistics of Test Results
To follow up the results of tests performed, a system should be available

to enable the evaluation of results and, where required, trends of results.
This system should be structured as follows:

number of test procedure
subject of testing

- operating mode
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performing/participating individuals
test interval with indication of time window

- date of test
- measured values and comparison with values measured during previous

tests
- deficiencies/deviations identified

actions taken to rectify identified deficiencies/deviations
- date of retest.

A.6. Measuring and Testing Equipment
All measuring and testing equipment applied for monitoring and testing

purposes, both for the demonstration of the as-built quality of components and
systems relevant to safety and for the verification of safe plant operation,
are to be covered by a monitoring system which guarantees that all items of
measuring and test equipment indicated in the test procedures (Attachment 3)
are systematically identified, inspected and monitored. The system applies to
measuring and testing equipment for measuring the following:

- length, area, volume
angle

- mass
- time
- force, energy (power)

viscosimetric values
temperature and heat

- electromagnetic values
radiological values

- material quantity values.
Subsequently, equipment for measuring and testing derived values, e.g.
pressure gauges, flowmeters and torque wrenches, etc., is also included.

Similarly, measuring and testing equipment used as test standards for
calibration are also included in these rules.

All measuring and testing equipment indicated is to be documented. Test
procedures are required for the testing of measuring and testing equipment, so
that this equipment can also be tested according to uniform criteria. This is
not necessary if the testing is to be carried out by an official or an
officially recognized body.

The tested measuring and testing equipment is to be labelled and
specially stored. The label must indicate the next test date and the
individual responsible for testing.
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Attachment 1
DEVELOPMENT AND MODIFICATION OF TEST PROCEDURES

1. GENERAL

1.1. Purpose
This process flow describes the process of developing and modifying test

procedures for recurrent tests.
By taking account of the attachments reproduced here, a uniform structure

of text instructions and a uniform process flow will be ensured.

1.2. Scope
The process flow is applicable to all test instructions for recurrent

tests on components and systems for mechanical, electrical and I&C equipment
and on civil structures.

2. PROCESS
2.1. Development and modification of a test procedure
— The development and modification are carried out by the

department/discipline having primary responsibility. Other
departments/disciplines affected should also be involved.

Provisions of the test lists and test plans are to be observed; for
instance:
— the number of test instructions
— the test intervals
— the plant operating mode
— the objectof the test
— the type and scope of the test.

— The formal structure of the test procedure should follow the provisions
of KTA 1202 (Federal German standard) and be adapted to existing test
procedures.
The model test procedures shall serve for standardization of, and provide
guidance for the development and modification of, test procedures. The
model test procedures are arranged according to systems, components and
tests, respectively; i.e. the individual specification of the test object
cannot be detailed completely in the model test procedure. These
specifications have to be introduced by the developer of the procedure
according to the test.

If an existing test procedure is to be modified, the modifications are to
be entered in red in a copy of the last valid test procedure.
A test procedure is valid when signed by the recognized inspector or, for
test procedures that need not be submitted to the recognized inspector,
by the quality assurance officer, respectively.
The original wording should remain intelligible in this modified copy.
If the department/discipline having primary responsibility has no copy of
the last valid test procedure, a copy is to be requested from the quality
assurance department.
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If no WPA number (the number of the surveillance test procedure) is
available before the development of a test procedure, the number will be
issued by the quality assurance department.

2.2. Development of text original
The text of the new test procedure or of the modified test procedure,
possibly with the existing text original attached, is forwarded to the
word processing office via the quality assurance section.

— The new text original, including the green cover sheets, is generated in
the word processing office.
The new text original is forwarded from the word processing office via
the quality assurance section to the responsible section/department.

The text is proofread by the responsible section/department.
— Necessary corrections are marked in red on the new text original. Errors

should not be erased , e.g. with white correcting fluid, but crossed out.

After correction by the word processing office the new proofs are read
by the responsible section/department.

— An error-free text original is generated and forwarded, together with the
modified copy, from the responsible section/department to the quality
assurance section for the initiation of the internal examination cycle.

2.3. Internal examination cycle
The internal examination cycle is initiated by the quality assurance

section. For this purpose, copies are generated from the new text original as
the primary master copy and a green cover sheet attached.

The original test procedure generated is fed into the internal
examination cycle together with a traveller.

The modified copy with the red markings is attached to the new original
in the internal examination cycle.
The responsible section/department and all other sections/departments
involved are listed on the traveller.

— The staff members responsible for drafting and modifying in the
sections/departments involved sign the green cover sheet to confirm the
appropriate development of the test procedure.

The checking of the test procedure for comprehensiveness and correctness
is carried out within the sections/departments listed on the green cover
sheet. Assignments to check the test procedures within a
section/department are given only to persons who did not draft or modify
the documents. The completion of the examination is documented by the
signature of the examiner in the section/department responsible or
involved on the green cover sheet.
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If errors are identified in the test procedure in the course of the
internal examination cycle, they are — with the agreement of the
responsible staff member — to be corrected in red in the original and
perhaps also in the modified copy, and the other staff members involved
are to be informed.

After completion of the examination by the sections/departments
responsible and involved, the test procedure is forwarded to the quality
assurance section for checking.

— The check by the quality assurance section is made to ensure compliance
with the requirements of the checklists and check plans and with the
format, in accordance with KTA 1202.

All test procedures for recurrent testing of vessels for which the
pressure vessel regulations are the basis for testing, recurrent testing of
safety valves and non-destructive materials tests are also checked for content
by the quality assurance section.

If errors in the test procedure are detected in the check by the quality
assurance section, they are corrected — with the agreement of the
section/department responsible — in the original and perhaps also in the
modified copy in green.

Any required correction to the test procedure is carried out in the word
processing office.

Proofreading and exchange of corrected pages is done by the quality
assurance section.

Were extensive corrections are required, the internal examination cycle
is initiated once more.

— Completion of the internal examination is documented by the signature of
the examiner in the quality assurance section.

2.4. Submission to the independent inspector
The test procedure is submitted to the independent inspector with a

covering letter from the quality assurance section.

— In principle, all test procedures for recurrent tests are submitted to
the independent inspector, with the following exceptions:
o Test procedures of the Manual for Conventional Tests KKP2 /Test List

No. 2, to the extent that the recurrent tests are carried out without
the participation of independent inspectors.

o Test procedures of the conventional overall test plan KKP1.
o Test procedures of the Manual for Internal Tests,
o Test procedures of the Vessel List and the List of Safety Equipment

against Exceeding Pressure Limits, except in individual cases where
specified.

* KKP = Kernkraftwerk (Nuclear Power Plant) Philippsburg.
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The originals, perhaps the modified copy, and, for KKP2 test procedures,
two additional copies.
Copies of the covering letter and the test procedure are produced by the
mailing station. Distribution :
o Staff member responsible in the section/department

responsible with att.
o Staff member responsible in the section/department

involved with att.
o Quality assurance section without att.
o Technical registry without att.
o Licensing and inspection without att.

2.5. Processing of checked test procedures
The test procedure checked by the independent inspector is forwarded by
the KKP mailing station to the quality assurance section.

— In the event of a necessary revision of the test procedure due to
reservations of the independent inspector, the procedure is forwarded to
the responsible section/department for generation of a new modified copy.
From the originals confirmed by the independent inspector, copies are
produced by the quality assurance section as secondary copies.
Copies of the covering letter of the independent inspector and of the

test procedure are distributed by the quality assurance section. Distribution:

o Staff member responsible in the section/department
responsible with att.

o Staff member responsible in the section/department
involved with att.

o Technical registry without att.
o Licensing and inspection without att.
Test procedures, which need not be submitted to the independent
inspector, are copied on completion of the internal examination cycle by
the quality assurance section and distributed to the staff members
responsible.

The primary master copy is stored in the archives of the quality
assurance section.

The modified copy remains in the quality assurance section.
The secondary copies are forwarded to the archives of the independent
inspection organization (safety documentation).
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FLOW CHART OF DRAFTING AND MODIFYING TEST PROCEDURES
FOR RECURRENT TESTING AT KKP
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Attachment 2
TEST PROCEDURE FOR SNUBBER ASSEMBLY

KKP
KERNKRAFTWERK PHILIPPSBURG GMBH

TEST PROCEDURE

of Snubber Assembly JDH 20 BB 003

IDENTIFICATION NO.: JDH 25.10/2 Rev.

P l a n t :

Site ; Philippsburg

KKP 2

JDH 20 88 003

Disconnection froi other equipment: '• Yes

System code:
JflKZXKKS)

Sect Aon T M N 2

Author of
Procedure
Date ?.
Signature

KKP - Department
Date/Signaturc

3 - l . f t

APPROVAL
KKP- Quality Assurance
Da t ««/Stamp/Signature

U FEB. 68.

Inspector \H>

Geprüft
ÏUSMAOï "î* « » At*"o««*

Tie*i33ffK aBW/ACHUNQS-VEKW IUBILV.
tu K*tnwem* MC tniMvitaMa
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KKP2
Inspection Manual
Index of Amendments
Snubber Assembly
Hydro-pressure test

Test Procedure: JDK 25.10/2
Page : ' 1 von 1
Index :̂ L. a

Index of Amendments

Index Date Amendment Seite

28.11.85

12.01.88
Draft ing

Compl. Revision
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Inspection Manual

IXIX p 0 Snubber Assembly JDH 20 BB 003
*̂̂ ' ^ Hydro-pressure Test__________

Test Procedure: JDH 25.10

Page
Index

: /p? 1 von 4
J____ a

Test subject Snubber Assembly
JDH 20 BB 003

Test type Hydro-pressure Test

Test inrerval KKP 2 Yearly (refuel l ine)
Independent fnsepctor Yearly (refuelling)

Test ing bas i s RSK Guideline for PWRS

Testing office
Sect ion

Staff member

IM2

Independent Inspector Participation

Performance

TÜV
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Inspection Manual Test procedure : JDH 25.10/2

Snubber Assembly TDH 20 BB 003 (f$\ Page : A 2 of 4
Hydro pressure Test ^-^ Index : a

1 . Test objective

Demonstration of the integrity of the pressure vessel

2. Scope of tesj.

Pressure-retainine wall of snubber assembly

2.1 Testing method

Hydro-pressure test

3 Procedures, drawings and tools

- Inspection manual and inspection file, respectively
- System drawing 2/A/JDH/060950/M-Vs

Pressure gauge 0-40 bar, het>t class 0.6

4. Notes

The snubber assembly cannot be tested in connection with the system.
It has to be disconnected for the pressure test.
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Inspection Manual Test procedure . jp^ 25 1Q/2

Snubber Assembly 3DH 20 BB 003 /gf̂ v Page . /(-j
Hydro-pressure Test \JJ/ incjex

Erled.-
Vernerk5 Operating mode, test prerequisites

51 Operating mode ot plant

Entire plant
(subcritical, residual heat removal)

5-2 Test prerequisites

- Snubber assembly disconnected from berating pump
- Be Ilows removed
- Separate test equipment available
- System pressurized

6. Conduct of test

Test overpressure ; 25 bar (test overpressure at initial pressure; ZD Dar v.test overpressure at initial pressure
test) (1,3 x 16 bar pressure of system 3DH,
snubber assembly area)

Test temperature : Ambient temperature

Test fluid : DémineraIized water

Pressure change rate ; ^ 2bar/min

Duration of test : ^ 30 rain

Over pressure at
inspection : 25 bar

Range of pressure gauge : 0-40 bar, test class 0.6

Date : __________ Name:
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Inspection Manual Test Procedure; JDH 25.10/2

Snubber Assembly 3DH 20 BB 003 \l\ Page : // 4 of 4
Hydro-pressure Test ______ ̂ -^ Index :^^ ______ _s

7. Reconstitution of initial mode

Pressure relief

- Insertion of membrane

— Attachment of snubber to borating pump and filling of
membrane via gas valve

Checking leak tightness of flange connection
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Attachment 3
SURVEILLANCE OF MEASURING AND TESTING EQUIPMENT

1. GENERAL

1.1. Purpose
This process flow describes the system of surveying the testing

equipment, including the necessary KKP documentation. These provisions should
ensure that the measuring and testing equipment within the scope of this
instruction is covered and systematically surveyed.

In addition, welding and heat treatment equipment is covered for the
purpose of scheduling, for which, however, the process flow, except for the
marking, is not applicable.
1.2. Scope

This process flow is applicable to all measuring and testing equipment
which is used for checking and testing purposes, both for demonstrating the
as-built quality of safety-relevant structures, systems and components and for
demonstrating the safety of operations. This covers measuring and testing
equipment that is used for measuring:

o length, area, volume
o angle
o mass
o time
o force, energy, power
o viscosimetric values
o temperature and heat
o electromagnetic values
o optical values
o radiological values
o material values

and for measuring values derived from them; for instance pressure gauges and
flow meters, torque wrenches, etc.

Similarly, items of measuring and testing equipment that are used as
standards for calibration at KKP are subjected to this process flow; this is
referenced in the text to the extent necessary.

This process flow is not applicable to measuring and testing equipment
that is already covered in the test lists/overall testing plan of recurrent
tests.

All equipment subjected to this process flow is covered in testing
equ ipment checklists.

1.3. Terms
Test standards

Test standards within the scope of this process flow are items of
measuring/ testing equipment that are used for testing/calibrating
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measuring/testing equipment, except standards for chemistry, radiochemistry
and radiation protection (for instance, standard solutions, check sources).
Official calibration (DIN 1319)

The official calibration of measuring equipment (also of measuring
samples) comprises the testing and stamping by the competent calibration
authority in accordance with the official calibration provisions. The
examination determines whether the measuring equipment complies with the
calibration provisions, i.e. whether it satisfies the requirements on its
properties and its metrological features; in particular, whether or not
deviations in its parameters extend beyond the permissible error band. It is
certified by stamping that the measuring equipment satisfied these
requirements at testing, and that it may be expected in view of its properties
that it remains 'correct' within the re-calibration period, provided that it
is handled appropriately .

Which items of measuring equipment are required to be officially
calibrated and which do not fall under this requirement is defined in the
applicable legislation.

The term 'official calibration1 shall be used in this context only and
not — as is often the case — for adjusting or calibrating.
Note: For measuring equipment relating to electricity, gas, water and heat,

the 'certification' by an officially recognized testing office is
equivalent to an official calibration. The calibration or certificate
confirms that the measuring equipment readings in the metrological
examination showed no deviations that extended beyond the error band,
and that the equipment complies with the authorized equipment type.

Adjustment (DIN 1319)
Adjustment within the scope of metrology means that an item of measuring

equipment (also a measuring sample) is adjusted or equalized such that the
deviations are kept to a minimum or that the deviations do not extend beyond
the error band. Adjusting requires an intervention which usually changes the
measuring equipment or the measuring sample permanently.

Note 1: The definition of scales in the manufacture of measuring equipment
with scales (graduation, scaling) is part of the adjustment.

Note 2: In metrology, 'adjustment* sometimes denotes 'making functional' a
measuring device and 'aligning' a measuring set-up (e.g. in
optics). 'Compensation1 is often used instead of 'adjustment'.
Outside metrology, 'adjustment' is used with the meaning of 'aiming'
(adjustment of a telescopic view or of a directional antenna).

Calibration (DIN 1319)
In metrology, calibration means the determination of deviations of the

complete measuring device. No technical intervention occurs in calibrating a
measuring device. For indicating devices, calibration determines the
deviation between the indicated and the accurate value or the
value considered accurate (systematic deviation determined, see DIN 1319, Part
3/08.83 Section 8.2.2). For standard measures, calibration determines the
deviation of the indicated from the accurate value. For transmitting devices,
the calibration determines the deviation of the output signal from the value
it would need to have for ideal transmission for a given input signal.
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Note: The calibration of measuring devices against standard devices of higher
accuracy or with physical fixed points established accordingly is
usually called 'connecting'; in this terminology, a platinum resistance
thermometer is 'connected1 to the International Practical Temperature
Scale 68.

Test (DIN 1319)

Testing means determining whether a test object (sample, specimen,
measuring device) fulfils one or several given (agreed upon, expected)
conditions. Testing is therefore always .related to the comparison with given
conditions.
Note 1: Given conditions concern in particular error bands or tolerances.

Conditions are fulfilled if no deviation extends beyond the error
bands or if no measured value lies outside the tolerance range.

Note 2: The term 'testing' is often used instead of 'measuring', e.g. in
material science, it may be said that a piece of steel is 'tested*
for hardness or tensile strength, although only measured values are
stated and no comparison is made with given conditions. This use of
the term 'testing' is not recommended.

Test interval
The test interval is the established interval between two tests of a

measuring/testing device.
Measuring (DIN 1319)

Measuring is an experimental process to determine a special value of a
physical quantity as the multiple of a unit or of a reference value.

2. TESTING EQUIPMENT MANUAL

2.1. General

The testing equipment manual consists of the test lists for testing
equipment, Part 1, and the test procedures for testing equipment, Part 2.
Compilation and distribution of the testing equipment manual or parts of it
are carried out by the QA Section.
2.2. Test lists of testing equipment
2.2.1. Responsibilities

The departments/sections and areas are responsible for the development
and updating of the test lists for testing equipment.

The QA section is charged with data collection, with the controlled
distribution of the test lists for testing equipment and with the recording of
data in the testing equipment manual.
2.2.2. Development, examination, distribution and updating

Each department/section and area develops a test list for testing
equipment in its area of responsibility and forwards it to the QA section for
data recording.
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After data recording a hard copy is printed which is sent as an original
to the responsible department/section and area for checking and signing. This
original is to be returned to the QA section for incorporation into the
testing equipment manual.

The test lists for testing equipment are revised whenever measuring or
testing equipment is:

— withdrawn or
acquired.

In both cases the responsible department/section and area have to report
the change on a change note to the QA section.

If the withdrawal of measuring/testing equipment is the consequence of a
planned test, the test record will suffice for this purpose.

In addition to the development of the test lists for testing equipment,
the responsible department/section and area determine the test intervals.
These should be derived from manufacturer's recommendations, standards, PTB or
BAM (acronyms are explained in Section 2.3.2) requirements, error bands,
actuation frequencies and operating conditions. In general, test intervals
for three, six, 12 and 18 months are most desirable.

If test intervals of less than a year are required, the following
approach is to be adopted:
— Entering the actual test interval and the corresponding time window under

PI* and PT*.

For test intervals of less than a year that are required to comply with
regulatory requirements or rules, the data should be entered under PI and
PT.

Entering an additional test interval of one year under PI and time window
under PT.

Entering an initial test date.
Explanation
— Tests at intervals marked with an asterisk (*) appear once in the

corresponding monthly test programmes; no forwarding of test records to
the QA section takes place.

— The annually recurring test dates also appear in the corresponding
monthly test programmes; they are only deleted, however, after transfer
of the records to the QA section. It is necessary in these records, in
addition to the results of the tests carried out, to document that the
tests were carried out in accordance with the test procedure for the
testing equipment at the intervals marked with an asterisk (*).

The test standards are to be indicated in Column K2 of the test list for
testing equipment with an 'PN1.

Measuring and testing equipment which is to be calibrated/adjusted before
each use is indicated in Column Kl with an 'E1 (event dependent); no follow-up
of the test schedule is needed. Test records are to be written and forwarded
to the QA section, except for process calibrations in chemistry.
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2.2.3. Forms
Test list for test equipment: Form 592
Change sheet for test list for test equipment: Form 593

2.3. Testing equipment — test procedures
2.3.1. Responsibilities

Each department/section and area is responsible within its range of
responsibility for the development/establishment of technically correct and
sufficiently detailed test procedures for the measuring and testing
equipment. In order to prevent duplication of work, the QA section will
assume a co-ordinating function during the introductory phase to the extent
required.

If external organizations, e.g. PTB, BAM, TUV, Bureaus of Standards, or
manufacturers of measuring and testing equipment, are charged with the
calibration/standardization of particular items of measuring and testing
equipment, the responsibility for development/establishment of test procedures
for this testing equipment no longer stands.

The calibration of measuring and testing equipment can also be effected
within the framework of servicing contracts by external bodies, e.g. KWU or
manufacturers, provided that reference is made to such contracts in the test
procedure for testing equipment.

If bodies other than official or officially recognized bodies are charged
with calibrations, the responsible department/section and area have to verify
that the calibration satisfies the conditions of the process flow and that the
executing body is sufficiently connected to the official or officially
recognized calibration offices.

2.3.2. Contents

The test procedures for testing equipment can refer to measuring
equipment types or to individual items of equipment (in a brief reference on
cover page); they should describe in sufficient detail the required
test/calibration/adjustment measures, acceptable error bands for the measured
value and, to the extent possible, the type of recording (by attachment of a
sample test record), taking into account external regulations, rules and
requirements.

For many analytical processes in chemistry, a process calibration is
required, i.e. a new calibration is required for each series of measurements.
The following approach is adopted for these devices:
— Standards (reference chemicals) from official bodies are used to the

extent possible, e.g.:
o PTB (Federal Bureau for Physics and Engineering, Braunschweig)
o BAM (Federal Bureau for Materials Testing, Berlin (West))
o NBS (National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C.)
o BCR (European Communities Bureau of Reference, Brussels)
o BAS (Bureau of Analyzed Samples, Middelborough, UK)

Alternatively, chemicals with guaranteed specifications are acquired from
major manufacturers, e.g. the Merck Co.
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— The event-dependent calibration is noted in the test list for testing
equipment. Scheduled follow-up, recording in accordance with item 3.4
and the attachment of a test label are all dispensed with .

2.3.3. Forms
— Cover sheet: form 594

Change list: form 595
Consecutive sheets: forms 596 and 597
Sample test record: form 598 and possible attachments.

2.3.4. Testing, distributing and updating
Each KKP test procedure for testing equipment is to be checked by the

head of the developing department/section and area for correctness and
compliance with the process flow, and to be released.

Required updating is initiated by the developing department/section and
area and performed. It is subject to the same testing process as the original
version.

The original of each test procedure for KKP testing equipment is to be
forwarded to the QA section for incorporation into the testing equipment
manual.

If the conduct of testing is delegated within KKP, the department/section
and area responsible for the measuring/testing equipment are responsible for
the readiness of the test procedure for the testing equipment.

3. SURVEILLANCE OF MEASURING AND TESTING EQUIPMENT

3.1. Responsibility

The department/section and area are responsible for the timely
initiation/performance of the surveillance activities in accordance with the
test list for testing equipment.

3.2. Schedule follow-up
The responsible departments/sections and areas are supported in carrying

out their assignments by the QA section, which provides, in accordance with
the test schedules established in the test list, monthly test programmes to
the responsible department/section and area. The feedback of the test results
to the QA section is accomplished with the test record and with the
confirmatory note; see Section 3.4. Special rules for test intervals of less
than one year and for event dependent tests are explained in Section 2.2.2.

3.3. Conduct of test
The test is conducted in accordance with the provisions of the test

procedures for testing equipment by the responsible department/section and
area, or on its behalf by another unit within KKP or by official or officially
recognized testing institutes (i.e. official calibration) in accordance with
their rules. Furthermore, measuring and testing equipment can also be checked
by external bodies in accordance with maintenance/servicing contracts.
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Test standards are to be checked/calibrated by official and officially
recognized calibration institutes if this is required. If test standards have
only to be attained anew within established intervals, this is noted in the
test list for testing equipment under K3 for schedule follow-up.

For new acquisition of measuring and testing equipment, it is within the
responsibility of the department/section and area to verify the suitability of
the equipment for its planned use.
3.4, Documentation

Recording of tests by KKP:
Test interval PI
Records are established of the test, calibration and adjustment measures
by the conducting body in accordance with the provisions of the test
procedures for testing equipment; form 598 is to be used. Computer
printouts are to be attached, if available.
For the documentation of the test results of identical items of

measuring/testing equipment with the same test schedule and test procedure, a
collective record can be established if the test results are within the
acceptable error band and are in order. The collective record, however:
o has to be provided with a cover sheet 'Test record for testing

equipment1, on which reference is made to the attached collective
record ; and

o has to contain all tested measuring/testing equipment with
manufacturer/serial/KKP identification number and test result.
If the measured value is outside the acceptable error band and not in

order, a test record for testing equipment has to be established for the
measuring/testing equipment concerned.

Each record has to be checked and signed by the head of the responsible
department/section and area; this also applies if the testing has been
delegated within KKP.

Test interval PI*
The documentation is done in accordance with departmental/sectional
provisions. The carrying out of these tests is confirmed once per year
on the test record and the interval and the number of tests per year are
noted.

Confirmation of tests by external institutes
When a contract is put out to external institutes for carrying out these

tests, the responsible department/section and area have to require submission
of a confirmatory note on the tests carried out that states the applicable
provisions, and to sign it. For official or officially recognized bodies, the
submitted certificate will suffice for this purpose.
Record storage

Test records and confirmatory notes (originals) are to be sent to the QA
section for storage. The retention period is limited to one test interval or
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to a longer period if prescribed in rules/guidelines,. In this case, the
retention period is to be specified in the records by the responsible
department/section and area.
3.5. Coping with deviations

In the event of deviations, the responsible/section and area
respectively decide on the further process, 'rejection' or 'repair'.

'Rejected' measuring/testing equipment is to be reported to the QA
section with the test record or with the change sheet; the responsible
department/section and area ensure that this equipment is not used further.

'Repaired' measuring/testing equipment is to be subjected to a
functional test and a new test/calibration.

If test results are totally or partly (e.g. one of several ranges of an
item of measuring/testing equipment) beyond the acceptable error band or not
in order, these measured values each have to be recorded. The heads of the
responsible department/section and area decide on:
— the further action for the item of measuring/testing equipment:

rejection or repair
— the need for repeat measurements.

The need for repeat measurements can arise if the deviations beyond the
acceptable error bands are decisive factors affecting the accomplishment of a
test objective and if no redundant measuring equipment is installed that could
help explain the results.

If an irreparable defect is found in measuring equipment with multiple
measuring functions in one of its functions, this equipment can be used for
the remaining measuring functions provided that the use of the defective
measuring function is technically and permanently prevented and the equipment
continues to be subjected to this process.

4. IDENTIFICATION OF MEASURING/TESTING EQUIPMENT

4.1. Identification number
All measuring/testing equipment within the scope of this process flow is

given a KKP identification number, unless this equipment is already provided
with a manufacturer's or serial number* (the model number does not suffice for
identification). The identification number can also be given in addition to
the manufacturer's number and serial number. For identification purposes, an
inventory number can also be used. In each case, only one number for each
piece of equipment is to be entered in the test list for testing equipment.

The distribution of KKP identification numbers is made by the
responsible department/section and area.

Serial numbers are acceptable only if they permit the unambiguous
identification of the equipment available in the responsible
department/section and area.
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To prevent the dual use of numbers within a section, a search run is
initiated in the course of the data collection. The QA section reports any
dual numbering to the responsible section for elimination. The KKP
identification numbers are to be attached in a legible and durable manner.

4.2. Test label
After successful completion of the test, the measuring/testing equipment

is provided with a label as below by the testing department/section and area
and thereby released for its intended use. For a contracted test by an
external institute, the attachment of the test label is the responsibility of
the department/section and area in charge of the measuring/testing equipment.
— Responsible department/section and area respectively or the institute

contracted
— Next due test date

The attachment of test labels is dispensed with for tests that are
carried out at intervals with the note (*) or that are event dependent. The
official calibration label replaces the KKP test label.

If the label cannot be attached (e.g. owing to lack of space or to
contamination problems), an appropriate approach has to be agreed upon
together with the QA section. Alternative approaches are to be defined and
documented in the responsible department/section and area.

For items of measuring equipment used in chemical analyses that are
covered by a test plan internal to the laboratory, the identification by test
label can be dropped.

Test labels are to be obtained from the QA section.
Measuring/testing equipment without valid test labels or alternative

marking are not to be used for verifying product quality of safety relevant
equipment or safety of plant operation.

Test standards are to be marked as such in addition and, unless
required as an exception to comply with higher accuracy requirements, are not
to be used for measuring and testing purposes on the product.

Each user of measuring equipment has, on the basis of the test label,
to verify the currency of the test for the measuring/testing requirement
before commencing activities.

If a wrong indication is suspected inside the established test
intervals, the equipment has to be returned immediately to permit the
establishment of further measures.
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5. STORAGE OF MEASURING/TESTING EQUIPMENT

Each department/section and area verifies that the measuring/testing
equipment in its area of responsibility is properly stored and retained. If
storage instructions or guidelines are available from the manufacturer of the
equipment, they are to be observed and maintained.

Test standards are principally to be stored separately and in
observation of the applicable provisions.

If a department/section and area does not have appropriate facilities
at its disposal (e.g. climate controlled rooms, possibilities of vibration
proof installation), the QA section has to be informed to enable a decision to
be made on how to proceed.
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FLOW CHART OF SURVEILLANCE OF MEASURING/TESTING EQUIPMENT AT KKP
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Annex 2

EXAMPLE OF A DESCRIPTION OF A SURVEILLANCE TEST PROGRAMME

The following pages present an example of a description of a
surveillance test programme which is focused on satisfying Technical
Specifications. This example is in operation at the Calvert Cliffs nuclear
power plant, USA, and based on the Calvert Cliffs instruction, CCI-104H,
Surveillance Test Programme. Portions of this instruction are included in
annex 2 with the permission of the Baltimore Gas & Electric Company, the owner
of the Calvert Cliffs NPP.

With regard to the guidance discussed this description would be part of
the overall description of the programme. The example contains descriptions
of:

The surveillance programme organization
Procedures for writing, checking and revising the test procedures
The format for surveillance test procedures
Scheduling and equipment preparation considerations
Guidance on performance of the surveillance test procedures
Review of completed test procedures
Cross-reference list of surveillance test procedures and
Technical Specifications requirements.

Note that not all appendices of CCI-104H are included in this annex.
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CCI-104H

. .1,
CALVERT CLIFFS INSTRUCTION 104H
SURVEILLANCE TEST PROGRAM

REFERENCES: (1) CCI-613, Qualification of Test and Inspection Personnel

(2) CCI-112, Safety Tagging

(3) QAP-17, Control and Calibration of Measuring and Test Equipment

(4) CCI-118, Calvert Cliffs Reporting Requirements

(5) CCI-200, Nuclear Maintenance System

(6) CCI-101, Review and Approval Procedures for Proposed
Calvert Cliffs Procedures

(7) CCI-209, Test Equipment Calibration Procedures

(8) QAP-16, Surveillance Testing

(9) Technical Specifications - Unit I

(10) Technical Specifications - Unit 2

(11) CCI-100, Calvert Cliffs Instructions

(12) CC1-308A, Temporary Notes, Operator Aids and Permanent Labels

(13) CCI-309, Locked Valves

(14) QAP-2, Procurement & Storage

(15) CCI-143, CaJvert Cliffs Administrative Control of Licensed
Amendments

(16) QAP-7, Records Management

APPENDICES: (1) Appendix 104.10 - Initiation Preparation, Review and Approval of
Surveillance Test Procedures (STPs) and Revisions to STPs

(2) Appendix 104.20 - Scheduling STPs and System/Equipment Preparation

(3) Appendix 104.30 - Performance of STPs

(4) Appendix 104.40 - Review of Completed STPs

(5) Appendix 104.50 - Postponement of STPs *

(6) Appendix 104.60 - Inservice Testing of Pumps and Valves *

(7) Appendix 104.70 - Cross Reference List of Surveillance Test
Procedures and Requirements

* Not included in this publication.
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ATTACHMENTS: (1) Summary of Job Functions*

(2) List of Effective Pages*

I. INTRODUCTION

Surveillance Test Requirements are specified by Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 and Unit 2

Technical Specifications (References 9 and 10). The requirements specify certain

tests, calibrations or inspections to assure that:

The necessary quality of systems and components is maintained.

The facility operation will be within the safety limits and that the l imiting

conditions of operation will be met.

A Surveillance Test Procedure (STP) is an approved written procedure that provides

a mechanism for the performance of a Surveillance Test Requirement.

This procedure performs the following functions:

Delineates the overall responsibility for the Surveillance Test Program.

Establishes the organization and administrative procedures for the preparation,

change, revision, scheduling, postponement and review of Surveillance Test

Procedures at Calvert Cliffs.

H. CANCELLATION

This instruction cancels and supersedes CCI-104G, dated January 9, 1986.

m. APPLICABILITY

Surveillance tests are performed to satisfy the requirements of Section 4.0 of the

Technical Specifications. This procedure established the testing requirements of

Section 4.0 with the exception of specifications 4.1.1.I.l.a,d,e, 4.1.1.1.2,

*.1.1.2.a,b, 1.1.1.4.1, 4.1.1.4.2, 4.1.3.4, 4.2.1.3.a,b,c, 4.2.1.4, 4.2.2.1.2.a,b,c,

4.2.2.1.3, 4.2.2.1.4, 4.2.2.2.2.a,b, 4.2.2.2.3, 4.2.2.2.4, 4.2.3.2.a,b,c, 4.2.3.3, 4.2.3.4,

* Not included in this publication.
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4.2.5.2, 4.3.3.2.a, 4.4.11, 4.9.1.1 and 4.9.1.2, which are covered by Nuclear

Engineering Operating Guides (NEOG's) or Nuclear Engineering Procedures. The

conduct of NEOG's is described in QAP-25 and Nuclear Engineering Procedures are

addressed in QAP-22. In addition, specifications 4.9.5, 4.10.1.1, 4.10.1.2, 4.10.2.1,

4.10.2.2, 4.10.3.1, 4.10.3.2, 4.10.4.1, 4.10.4.2, are covered under Post Startup Test

Procedures (PSTP's) and Fuel Handling Procedures, as described in QAP's 22 and

23. Requirements for tests which necessitate the collection of samples for

chemical/radiochemical analysis are covered by Chemistry Procedures (CP's) and

are also exempt from the requirements of this procedure. The conduct of CP's is

described in QAP-I8. Requirements for test performed at intervals of 7 days or

longer are specificed in this instruction. Tests performed at intervals of less than 7

days may be documented on operating log sheets or as specified in this instruction

as the cognizant Surveillance Coordinator deems appropriate.

IV. RESPONSIBILITY FOR SURVEILLANCE TEST PROGRAM

The General Supervisor-Plant and Project Engineering of the Nuclear Engineering

Services Department is responsible to the Manager-Nuclear Operations and the

Manager-Nuclear Engineering Services for the administration of the Surveillance

Test Program at Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant.

V. ADMINISTRATION OF THE SURVEILLANCE TEST PROGRAM

A. Administrative Procedure for Control of STPs

The administrative procedures for the control of Surveillance Test Procedures

can be broken into five functional areas.

* Preparation of Surveillance Test Procedures (STPs^ and Revision to STOS

* Scheduling of STPs

* Performance of and Temporary Changes to STPs

* Review of Completed STPs

* Postponement of STPs
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The Sections or Units responsible for performing these functions will vary

depending on the type of STP (e.g., Operations, Inservice Inspection (ISI),

Maintenance or Fire Protection). To facilitate this division of responsibility,

individuals will be assigned to the following positions in the Sections or Units

indicated.

POSITION

Engineering Surveillance
Test Coordinator (ENG. STC)

Electrical and Controls
Surveillance Coordinator
(E&C SO

Mechanical Maintenance
Surveillance Coordinator
(MM SC)

Fire Protection Surveillance
Coordinator (FP SC)

Inservice Inspection
Surveillance Coordinator
(ISI SC)

Operations Surveillance
Coordinator (O SC)

Electrical and Controls
Scheduling Coordinator
(E&C SCHED. C)

Mechanical Maintenance
Scheduling Coordinator
(MM SCHED. C.)

SECTION/UNIT DEPT

Plant & Project NESD
Engineering Section

Procedures & Contract NMD
Support Unit

Procedures & Contract NMD
Support Unit

Safety & Fire NOD
Protection Unit

Performance NESD
Engineering Unit

Performance NESD
Engineering Unit

Planning & Scheduling NMD
Unit

Planning & Scheduling NMD
Unit

Appendices 104.10 thru 104.50 delineate the procedural requirements for the

above Coordinators, the Systems Engineers and the various members of Plant

Supervision In the five functional areas. A summary of these requirements is

shown on Attachment (1). Flow charts are induded with each appendix in

order to provide assistance in understanding the interrelationships between

various Units and the Coordinators.
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Two additional Appendices are also provided. Appendix 104.60 specifies

additional requirements for Inservice Testing of Pumps and Valves performed

by the Nuclear Operations Department. Appendix 104.70 provides a listing of

the currently approved STPs and a cross reference between these STPs and

the surveillance requirements each satisfies.

These Appendices, taken together, provide all of the procedural requirements

for processing Surveillance Test Procedures at Calvert Cliffs.

B. Personnel Qualifications

All personnel responsible for conducting,scheduling or reviewing STPs shall be

qualified in accordance with CCI-613, Reference (1) or per a formal training

program conforming to the requirements of ANSI 18.1 - 1971.

C. Outside Organizations

Outside Organizations may be retained to perform surveillance testing beyond

the capability of the plant staff. They are controlled by the requirements of

QAP-2, Reference (14), for safety-related services.

The Manager-Nuclear Operations is responsible for authorizing the

performance of surveillance tests by outside organizations.

The Scheduling Coordinators (as defined in Appendix 104.20) are responsible

for coordinating the testing performed by outside organizations and the

identification of the Maintenance or Work Group Supervisor responsible for

direct supervision of the outside organization during the performance of the

test.

The lead man associated with each outside organization must report to the

applicable Scheduling Coordinator upon arrival at the site, work closely with

the designated Supervisor during the accomplishment of the testing, and
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terminate any testing upon request by the Shift Supervisor, GS-Electrical &

Controls, GS-Operations, GS-Mechanical Maintenance, GS-Plant & Project

Engineering or GS-Quality Control and Support until conflicts can be

adequately resolved. He is responsible for the performance of surveillance

testing by members of his organization. He is also responsible for submitting

all applicable documentation to the designated supervisor upon completion of

each surveillance test. He must ensure that properly qualified personnel are

assigned to perform each test; that proper procedures, test equipment, and

tools are used in the performance of the test; and that personnel from outside

organizations are adequately trained before beginning the surveillance test.

D. Periodic Review of STPs and CCI-104

1. STP Review

STPs shall be reviewed periodically to determine if they adequately

meet their intended functions and are up-to-date. STPs that have a two

year or less periodicity must be reviewed biennially. STPs with a

periodicity of greater than two years must be reviewed no greater than

60 days prior to scheduled use.

The five Surveillance Coordinators (E&C, MM, Fire Protection,

Operations and 151) will be responsible for initiating this review at the

above specified periodicities.

The E&C, MM and Fire Protection Surveillance Coordinators will inform

the Engineering STC when the review is due. The Engineering STC will

inform the appropriate System Engineer who will perform the review.

The ISI and Operations Surveillance Coordinators will assign an 1ST

engineer and Licensed Operator respectively to perform the reviews.

The reviewer will advise the applicable Surveillance Coordinator of any
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needed revisions to the STP identified from the review. The

Surveillance Coordinator will initiate the revisions in accordance with

Appendix 104.10.

The Surveillance Coordinators are responsible for maintaining

documentation for the most recent review. This documentation shall

include the following information: STP reviewed, name of reviewer and

date of the review.

2. CCI-104 Review

The Engineering STC will be responsible for administering the biennial

review of this CCI in accordance with CCI-100, Reference (11). In

performance this review, the Engineering STC will solicit comments

from all the Coordinators listed in Section V.A. of this instruction.

E. OP-6 Pre-Startup Checkoff

OP-6 requires signature certifications that designated prerequisites have been

satisfied prior to changing OPERATIONAL MODES. For those signatures

certifying that STPs are current, the following coordinators or their

designated alternates will be responsible for signing for the STPs designated

below.

STPs COORDINATOR

E&C E&C Scheduling Coordinator

MM MM Scheduling Coordinator

ISI 151 Surveillance Coordinator

Fire Protection Fire Protection Surveillance Coordinator

Operations Operations Surveillance Coordinator
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F. Training

The GS-Electrical and Controls , GS-Operations, OS-Mechanical Maintenance,

GS-Plant and Project Engineering, GS-Quaiity Control and Support Services,

and GS-Quality Control and Support, and PE-Licensing will be responsible for

training their personnel in the requirements of this procedure.

Meets Quality Assurance
Requirements

SUBMITTED:
7? GS-QA

P05RC: gte>- 33

APPROVED: 'J r , ...
Manager^N'uclear Operations
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant
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APPENDIX 104.10

INITIATION, PREPARATION. REVEW AND APPROVAL OF
SURVEILLANCE TEST PROCEDURES (sirs) AND REVISIONS TO STPS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This Appendix addresses the preparation of an STP or STP revision from its initial

identification to its final approval and entry into the Master Surveillance Test

Procedure File for use. All revisions will be made in accordance with CCI-101

Reference (6). This Appendix delineates those review and approval requirements

specific to STP and STP revisions. These requirements are summarized on flow

chart form on Attachment (1) to this Appendix.

2.0 IDENTIFICATION OF A REQUIREMENT FOR A NEW STP OR REVISIONS TO AN
EXISTING STP

Three methods exist for the cognizant Surveillance Coordinator to identify this

requirement.

2.1 Method 1

A Licensing Engineer in the Licensing Unit identifies the need to revise a STP

or initiate a new STP as a result of a license amendment. The Licensing

Engineer will forward an Attachment (ft) (CCI-lft3) Reference (15} to the

Engineering Surveillance Test Coordinator (ENG STC). The Engineering

Surveillance Test Coordinator will obtain the appropriate technical data from

the System Engineer and forward the data along with the Attachment (ft) to

the applicable Surveillance Coordinator.

2.2 Method 2

The cognizant Surveillance Coordinator identifies the need to revise a STP or

initiate a new STP as a result in a change or update to the applicable AS ME

code or Technical Specifications.
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2.3 Method 3

During the performance of the STP, the Maintenance or Work Group

Supervisor may identify a change which either:

• Alters the original intent of the procedure or,

* Does not alter the intent but should be entered in the STP as a revision.

In either of the above cases the Maintenance/Work Group Supervisor will

inform the cognizant Surveillance Coordinator.

3.0 PREPARATION OF THE STP OR STP REVISION

3.1 Surveillance Coordinators will be accountable for insuring that for their

respective area of responsibility, that the STPs/STP revisions are drafted in

the Units designated below.

Coordinator Unit

Electrical & Controls Procedures & Contract Support

Mechanical Maintenance Procedures & Contract Support

ISI Performance Engineering

Fire Protection Safety & Fire Protection

Operations Performance Engineering

The originator of the procedure should obtain technical assistance as

necessary from the Systems Engineer.

3.2 The Surveillance Coordinator will insure that draft Surveillance Test

Procedures conform to the format specified on Attachment (3) of this

Appendix.
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3.3 For each STP or STP revision, the préparer will complete the applicable

sections of Attachment (2) of this Appendix and attach it to the draft

procedure.

DETAILED REVIEW

The detailed review will be performed by either the cognizant Systems or ISI

Engineer, or in the case of Operations STPs, by a second Licensed Operator. This

distinction is made for two reasons.

• Many Operations STPs cross system boundaries and therefore are not easily

assigned to a single System Engineer for review.

* Review of Operations STPs require the integrated plant knowledge of a Licensed

Operator.

4.1 Operations STPs

The Operation Surveillance Coordinator will forward the new STP/STP

revision to a Licensed Operator for detailed review. The Licensed Operator

will perform the review, resolve any problems with the originator, sign the

"Reviewed by" blocks on Attachment (2) of this Appendix and return the

procedure to the Operations Surveillance Coordinator.

4.2 ISI STPs

The ISI Surveillance Coordinator will forward the STP/STP revision to an ISI

Engineer for detailed review. The ISI Engineer will perform the review,

resolve any problems with the originator, sign the "Reviewed by" blocks on

Attachment (2) of this Appendix and return the procedure to the ISI

Surveillance Coordinator.
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4.3 Maintenance and Fire Protection STPs

Due to the number of Units and System Engineers involved in the review

process, the Engineering STC will coordinate the detailed review of these

STPs. The Applicable Surveillance Coordinator should forward the draft

STP/STP revision to the Engineering STC. The following will then occur

within the Plant and Project Engineering Section.

4.3.1 The Engineering STC will route the procedure to the appropriate

System Engineer for detailed review.

4.3.2 The Engineering STC will track the status of this review and insure all

procedures are reviewed and approved in a timely manner.

4.3.3 The System Engineer will:

4.3.3.1 Perform the detailed review.

4.3.3.2 Interface with the originator to resolve any problems.

4.3.3.3 Return the procedure to the originator if major changes are

necessary and inform the Engineering STC that the

procedure has been returned.

4.3.3.4 When satisfied with the procedure, sign the "reviewed by"

block on Attachment (2).

5.0 APPROVAL BY SUPERVISION

This approval will be performed as designated below.

5.1 Operations STPs

The Operations Surveillance Coordinator will present the procedure to the

General Supervisor-Operations (GSO) for approval. The GSO will sign the
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"Reviewed by Supervisor/General Supervisor" block on Attachment (2) to this

Appendix indicating approval.

5.2 ISI STPs

The ISI Surveillance Coordinator will present the procedure to the Principal

Engineer-Performance Engineering for approval. The Principal Engineer-

Performance Engineering will sign the "Reviewed by Supervisor/General

Supervisor" block of Attachment (2) of this Appendix indicating approval.

5.3 Maintenance and Fire Protection STPs

The System Engineer will present the procedures to his Principal Engineer for

approval. The Principal Engineer will sign the "Reviewed by

Supervisor/General Supervisor" block of Attachment (2) of this Appendix

indicating approval. Once approved, the Principal Engineer will return the

procedure to the Engineering STC. The Engineering STC will then route the

approved procedure to the applicable Surveillance Coordinator.

6.0 POSRC AND MANAGER-NOD APPROVAL

6.1 The applicable Surveillance Coordinator will present the new STP/STP

revision to POSRC for approval. In the case of STP revisions, if the revision

only incorporates a previously POSRC approved change, Le., temporary

change, setpoint etc., it need not be brought before POSRC again for review

and approval. The POSRC meeting number of when the change was originally

reviewed shall be documented on Attachment (2). In addition revisions which
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involve only the correction of obvious typographical errors, grammatical

errors, and minor format changes do not need to be reviewed by POSRC. In

these instances in lieu of the POSRC meeting on Attachment (2), the word

"admin" shall be inserted.

6.2 Prior to review by the POSRC, the Surveillance Coordinator will forward

copies of the completed Attachment (2) of this Appendix, pages 1 and 2, to all

POSRC members for review and comment. Every effort should be made to

insure this distribution occurs at least three working days prior to the

scheduled POSRC meeting.

6.3 If POSRC does not recommend approval of the procedure, two possibilities

exist.

6.3.1 The procedure requires a major change or rewrite. In this case, the

applicable Surveillance Coordinator will return the procedure to the

originating unit for revision ((T)on the flow chart (Attachment //I of

this Appendix)).

6.3.2 The procedure requires only minor changes. In this case the

Surveillance Coordinator will make the changes, obtain verbal

concurrence with the reviewers and re-present the change to POSRC.

6.4 Once POSRC recommends approval, the applicable Surveillance Coordinator

will present the procedure to the Manager-NOD for final approval. All

revisions whether they were presented to POSRC or not will be approved by

the Manager-NOD or his designated alternate.
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6.5 Once approval for a particular STP or STP revision has been obtained, the

dispositon of Attachment (2) of this Appendix will be as follows:

Page 1 - may be discarded,

Page 2 - retained by the Surveillance Coordinator,

Page 3 - attached to the master copy of the STP.

In addition, for Maintenance STPs, Attachment (4) of this Appendix, will also

be attached to the master copy of the STP.

7.0 REVISING CCI-10» AND MAINTAINING BLANK MASTER FILE

After approval has been obtained, the Surveillance Coordinators will:

7.1 Enter the STP/STP revision into their Master Surveillance Test Procedure

File. This file will be used to make working copies for the maintenance/work

groups.

7.2 If necessary, revise Appendix 104.70 of CCI-104 which lists the STPs and the

surveillance requirements they satisfy. The Surveillance Coordinators will be

responsible for keeping their respective portions of this Appendix up to date.

7.3 If necessary revise Attachment (4) of Appendix 104.60 which list the pumps

and valves tested under the Inservice Testing Program and the STPs which

accomplish this testing. The Operations Surveillance Coordinator will be

responsible for keeping this attachment up to date.

7.4. Ensure the working copy file is purged immediately of copies of the

superceded STP.
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SURVEILLANCE TEST PROCEDURE REVISION FORM

DATE:

TO: POSRC MEMBERS

FROM:

SUBOECT:

Please review the attached page 2 of the STP Revision Form. The procedure revision

will be formally presented for POSRC review on____/____/____.__

POSRC MEMBERS:

Manager-Nuclear Operations
General Supervisor-Chemistry
General Supervisor-Operations
General Supervisor-Electrical & Controls
General Supervisor-Radiation Safety
General Supervisor-Plant & Project Engineering
General Supervisor-Technical Services Engineering
General Supervisor-Mechanical Maintenance
General Supervisor-Quality Assurance
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SURVEILLANCE TEST PROCEDURE REVISION FORM

Date

»1. Affected Procedure
*2. Affected Page/Paragraph
*3. Description of Change

Reason for Change

* Affected pages may be attached in lieu of this information.
5- Is it consistent with requirements embodied in the safe design and operation

of the plant:

a. F5AR Yes No N A
b. Technical Specifications Yes No NA
c. ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Code Yes No NA
d. Other (List only those requirements that __________________Yes

are applicable to the procedure revison.

(e.g., 10 CFR, CCI's, Tech Manual, __________________Yes

NRC Correspondence, NUREG) __________________Yes

Yes

6. Prepared By:
Signature Date

7. Reviewed By: ____________/________
Signature Date

S. Reviewed By: ___________/________
Supervisor/General Supervisor (Level lu) Signature Date

NOTE: Every effort should be made to provide advance copies of this
form to all PORSC members at least 3 working days prior to
the meeting.
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STP NO.

ATTACHMENT (2), Page 3 of 3
SURVEILLANCE TEST PROCEDURE COVER SHEET

TITLE

________Prepared By Date Reviewed By Date POSRC Date Approved By Date

Original______________

Revision

PERFORMANCE OF SURVEILLANCE TEST

Approved ___ Date
Shift Supervisor

TEST RESULTS

Test Results in Spec? YES
Adjustment Performed? YES

NO Malfunctions Indicated? YES
MR Submitted? YES

NO
N O "

Remarks, Nature of Malfunctions, or Adjustments Performed and Results:

Changes made to procedure YES
Test Completed By: ________

NO
Date Time

REVIEW OF COMPLETED TEST
Follow up Action: _________

SUPERVISOR
Supervisor/Shift Supervisor____
Action Taken or Analysis Results:

Date

Surveillance Coordinator/System Engineer _____
»POSRC _________________ Meeting
»Approved

Date_
Date,
Date

Manager-Nuclear Operations
* Required only if: (1) Changes made to procedure; (2) Results out-of spec or malfunctions indicated.

(3) "As Found" data has been waived.
NOUE: Attach a separate sheet If necessary to document additional comments.
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FORMAT
FOR

SURVEILLANCE TEST PROCEDURES

I. GENERAL PRECAUTIONS

A.
B.
C.

SUBTITLE

A. Initial Conditions

1.
2.
3.

B. Procedure

1.
2.
3.

m. SUBTITLE

A. Initial Conditions

1.
2.
3.

B. Procedure

1.
2.
3.

IV. REFERENCES

A.
B.
C.
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GUIDE FOR WRITING SURVEILLANCE TEST PROCEDURES

1. Section I, General Precautions, must include pertinent constraints or l imitat ions
placed on plant equipment, components, or systems by Technical Specifications,
vendor technical manuals, or Operating Procedures during the performance of the
surveillance test.

2. Section II and the subsequent sections must describe individual tests or portions of
overall surveillance tests. Each section must contain two subsections: Initial
conditions and Procedure. Initial Condition must list all conditions which must be
verified or established before performing the test. Procedure must contain a
step-by-step delineation of actions required to perform the test.

Subsections should discuss individual tests or portions of a test in sufficient detail
to provide adequate controls. In addition, instructions for each test or portion of a
test must include directions for returning the equipment to its normal operating
condition, including steps to place the equipment in operation.

3. A "caution" statement must be used when particularly important care must be
taken. The word CAUTION must be capitalized and underlined, precede the
caution statement, and be included but indented in the normal text.

4. A "note" statement should be used to identify a particularly noteworthy
consequence or requirement associated with one or more steps in a procedure. A
note may be used to identify steps that require special permission before
performance or to add information to the procedure. The word NOTE must be
capitalized and underlined, precede the note statement, and be included hut
indented in the normal text.

5. When applicable, locations must be provided for recording the make, serial number,
and calibration date for measuring and test equipment used.

6. Locations must be provided to record data.

7. Accept/reject criteria shall be specified when applicable.

8. Instructions must specify completely the step-by-step return of equipment,
component, or system to normal, or to some desired condition, at the end of the
test.

9. The last section of each procedure should contain a list of documents referred to in
the test.
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APPENDIX 104.20

SCHEDULING STPs AND SYSTEM/EQUIPMENT PREPARATION

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This Appendix addresses the procedure for scheduling an STP and preparing the

appropriate System/Component/Equipment for the test. The procedure is

summarized in flow chart form on Attachment (1) of this Appendix.

2.0 SCHEDULING

2.1 General

The initial preparation of STPs and the maintenance of a list of currently

approved STPs is the responsibility of the following five Surveillance

Coordinators.

' Operations Surveillance Coordinator

" ISI Surveillance Coordinator

* Fire Protection Surveillance Coordinator

* Electrical and Controls Surveillance Coordinator

* Mechanical Maintenance Surveillance Coordinator

The first three of these Coordinators will also be responsible for scheduling

the STPs in their respective areas. For maintenance STPs however, a specific

Unit, (the NMD Planning and Scheduling Unit) performs this function.

Therefore for maintenance STPs, the Planning and Scheduling Unit shall have

two additional coordinators. Specifically they ares

* Electrical and Controls Scheduling Coordinator

* Mechanical Maintenance Scheduling Coordinator

These two Coordinators shall receive input from the Electrical and Controls

(E&C) Surveillance Coordinator and the Mechanical Maintenance Surveillance

Coordinator as to which STPs are currently approved and need to be
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scheduled. For the purposes of this Appendix, all of the Coordinators

responsible for scheduling will be referred to as Scheduling Coordinators.

2.2 Procedure

2.2.1 The Five Scheduling Coordinators shall:

2.2.1.1 Segregate their respective STPs by frequency of

performance on a Surveillance Test Record Sheet

(Attachment 2 to this Appendix). Surveillance Test Record

Sheets must be prepared for each frequency category of

surveillance tests conducted at intervals of 7 days or longer.

2.2.1.2 Maintain ail of their respective Surveillance Test Record

Sheets in a Master Surveillance Test Binder.

2.2.1.3 Draft a Monthly Surveillance Test Schedule identifying the

STPs with frequencies of 7 days or greater that must be

performed during the month. When determining when STPs

are due to be performed, the Scheduling Coordinators should

compute two dates as specified below.

* Scheduled Start Date - computed so that the STP is

performed at approximately the same point in each time

period.

• Technical Specification Required Date - the last date the

STP can be performed without violating the Technical

Specification time limits. Computed using the time

interval specified in the Technical Specifications and the
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date the technician/operator signed the "Test Completed

By" block on the Surveillance Test Procedure Cover

Sheet.

Attachment (3) to this Appendix is a sample Month ly

Surveillance Test Schedule.

2.2.1.4 Prior to the first day of the month, distribute a copy of the

Monthly Surveillance Test Schedule to:

• All Maintenance/Work Groups assigned responsibility for

performing any STP on the schedule that month

• The Engineering STC

• The Supervisor, QC-Mechanical (Mechanical Maintenance

Schedule only)

• The Supervisor, QC-Electrical (Electrical and Control

Schedule only)

' The Supervisor, QC-Operations (Operations, IS1 and F i r e

Protection Schedules only)

The QC Supervisors will inform the applicable Maintenance/

Work Group Supervisors and Scheduling Coordinators which

STPs will require QC coverage.

3.0 SYSTEM/EQUIPMENT PREPARATION

3.1 Procedure

3.1.1 The Maintenance/Work Group Supervisor assigns a technician/

operator to perform the job. The Maintenance/W or k Group Supervisor

will insure that the technician/operator is qualified to the

requirements specified in CCI-613 Reference (1) for performing STPs.
Ch. 1
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3.1.2 The assigned technician/operator is responsible for gathering the

required tools, material and other information necessary to perform

the STP.

3.1.3 The technician/operator will request that the Shift Supervisor prepare

the System/Equipment for test.

3.I.ft The Shift Supervisor is responsible for compliance with the initial

conditions specified in the STP as well as specifying any additional

precautions he deems necessary due to the current plant conditions.

He must indicate by his signature on the Approval section of the

Surveillance Test Procedure Cover Sheet that:

• equipment systems or components are properly aligned and if

necessary, safety tagged in accordance with CCI-112, Reference

(2) and

* that the proper plant conditions have been established.

3.1.5 If the Shift Supervisor determines that the STP cannot be performed,

the technician/operator will inform his Maintenance/Work Group

Supervisor.

3.1.6 The Maintenance/Work Croup Supervisor will determine whether the

test can be rescheduled within the Technical Specification periodicity

requirements.

3.1.7 If the Supervisor determines that the STP can be rescheduled, he

reschedules the test and Steps 3.1.1 - 3.1.6 of this attachment will be

repeated.

3.1.8 If the Supervisor determines that the test cannot be rescheduled,

refer to Appendix 10ft.50 for appropriate action.

Ch. 1
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ATTACHMENT (2)

SURVEILLANCE TEST RECORD (________) REQUIREMENTS
(PERIODICITY)

STP RESPONSIBLE
N U M B E R GROUP DATES AND INITIALS

Initial ___________ Signature

Initial ___________ Signature

Initial ___________ Signature

* Individuals who initial for STP completion on this attachment should initial and

provide their signature on theie lines.
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MONTH

YEAR
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Week Day
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PERFORMANCE OF STPs

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This Appendix addresses the actual performance of a STP. Specifically it covers

from when the technician/operator starts the test until he submits the completed

STP to his supervisor for review. The procedure is summarized in flow chart form

on Attachment 1 to this Appendix.

2.0 PERFORMANCE OF THE STP

2.1 Test Equipment

The technician/operator performing the surveillance test must ensure that the

test equipment used during the test satisfies the requirements of the

applicable Surveillance Test Procedure. The test and measuring equipment

must be controlled in accordance with QAP-17, Reference (3) and CCI-209,

Reference (7).

2.2 Replacement of Parts

If safety-related parts are replaced by an STP and a Maintenance Order is not

used, the technician shall record SRI tag numbers on the STP. All

environmentally qualified parts must be replaced using a Maintenance Order.

2.3 Waiving "As Found" Data

Certain STPs require "As Found" data be taken prior to calibration or

adjustment of the equipment under test. For STPs of this type, the recording

of "As Found" conditions may be waived provided the equipment to be tested

will be deleted or replaced with a different type or model before the

equipment is again required to be OPERABLE by the Technical

Specifications. The deletion or replacement must be in accordance with an

approved Facility Change Request. This waiver will be noted in the remarks
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section of the STP Cover Sheet. "As Found" data may not be waived for

equipment identif ied as needing repair or replacement as part of corrective

maintenance in accordance with CCI-200, Reference (5). The waiver is not to

be treated as a change or revision to the STP and may not be used as a reason

for exceeding the Technical Specification surveillance frequency.

2.* Quality Control Coverage

The technician who will perform the STP which is designated as requir ing QC

notification shall inform QC prior to its start. For Operations STPs which QC

will cover, the on shift QCI will coordinate with the Shift Supervisor/CRS to

ensure coverage is provided.

3.0 TEMPORARY CHANGES

3.1 If during the performance of an STP a change to the procedure is required,

two possibilities exist.

" The change alters the intent of the o r i g i n a l procedure in which case îhe

change must be processed as a "revision" as specified in Appendix 10&.10.

' The change does not alter the intent of the original procedure in which case

the change may be made as a "temporary change" as specified in CCI-101

Reference (6).

3.2 All temporary changes (with exception of those addressed in 3.3 below) must

be reviewed and approved by the POSRC and Manager-NOD within 14 days of

implementation. This review and approval must be documented in the body of

the STP beside the affected steps. These changes should also be noted on the

STP Cover Sheet. The responsibility for presenting these temporary changes

to POSRC will be as designated below.

Ch. 1
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* Maintenance STPs- General Supervisor-Mechanical Maintenance or

General Supervisor-Electrical & Controls or their

designated alternates.

• ISI STPs - ISI Surveillance Coordinator

• Fire Protection STPs - Fire Protection Surveillance Coordinator

* Operation STPs - Operations Surveillance Coordinator

3.3 Temporary changes which involve only the correction of obvious typographical

errors, grammatical errors and minor format changes do not need to be

reviewed by POSRC. In these instances in lieu of documenting the POSRC

and Manager review in the body of the STP, the word "admin" shall be

written. In addition, the applicable Maintenance/Work Group Superviso r w i l l

document his concurrence with the change by placing his initials adjacent to

the word "admin."

4.0 MALFUNCTIONS, OUT OF SPECIFICATION CONDITIONS AND ADJUSTMENTS

4.1 When malfunct ions , out of specification conditions or requirements for

adjustments are identified, the technician/operator must take steps to place

the system in a safe condition and inform the Shift Supervisor of the system

condition.

4.2 The technician/operator will briefly describe each out of specification

condition, malfunction, or adjustments in the remarks section of the STP

Cover Sheet.
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4.3 The technician/operator will use the fol lowing criteria to determine if an

adjustment is possible.

4.3.1 If the initial data is outside the limits of the assigned "AS FCM'N'P"

tolerances, no adjustment is possible.

4.3.2 If the initial data is within the "AS FOUND" tolerances but exceeds

"AS LEFT" tolerances, adjus tment is possible.

- NOTE -

If initial data is within the limits of the "AS

LEFT" tolerances, no adjustment is necessary.

4.4 If no adjustment is possible the fo l lowing procedure will apply. The

technician/operator will:

4.4.1 Inform the Shi f t Supervisor and the applicable Systems Engineer.

4.4.2 Submit a Maintenance Pvequest for repair in accordance with CCI-2CO

Reference (5).

4.4.3 B r i e f l y describe the Out of Specification condition or ma l func t ion in

the remarks section of the STP Cover Sheet.

4.5 If adjustment is possible the fol lowing procedure will apply.

4.5.1 A technician/operator must not attempt any adjustment of any

equipment during the performance of a Surveillance Test without the

permission of the Shift Supervisor.

4.5.2 If the Shift Supervisor decides that an adjustment recommended by a

technician/operator should not be performed, the technician/operator

must terminate the surveillance test, return the equipment or system
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to a safe condition, i n fo rm the applicable Systems Engineer, and

submit a Maintenance Request for repairs per CCI-200, Reference

(5). The termination of the surveillance test must be noted on the

STP Cover Sheet.

4.5.3 If the Shift Supervisor decides that an adjustment may be performed,

the technician/operator must indicate the nature of the adjustment on

the Surveillance Test Procedure Cover Sheet. If an adjustment is

attempted and the results indicate a malfunction or out of

specification condition, the technician/operator must terminate the

surveillance test, return the equipment, component or system to a

safe condition, inform the Shif t Supervisor and applicable Systems

Engineer and submit a Maintenance Request in accordance with

CCI-200 Reference (5). The f inal condition and any adjustments must

be indicated on the Surveillance Test Procedure Cover Sheet.

4.6 The Shif t Supervisor will place his initials adjacent to the applicable remarks

on the STP Cover Sheet to indicate that he has been notified. He will also

initiate as necessary a Checklist for Timely Notifications, Attachment (1) to

CCI-118, Reference (4).

5.0 COMPLETION OF THE STP

5.1 A required surveillance test is considered complete only when all conditions of

the STP are satisfied.

5.2 After a surveillance is successfully completed, the technician/operator must

inform the Shift Supervisor. The Shift Supervisor must have the system

returned to normal, if the technician/operator has not already done so.
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5.3 A f t e r no t i fy ing the Sh i f t Supervisor, the technician/operator must complete

the Surveillance Test Procedure Cover Sheet (Attachment 2 of Append ix

104.10). This should include checking the appropriate "Test Results" blocks

noting any remarks and signing the "Test Completed By" block.

5.4 Af t e r completing the Cover Sheet, the technician/operator submits the Cover

Sheet with the completed STP to his/her Supervisor for review. If more than

one procedure was used during the test (e.g., in making adjustments) all

procedures must be submitted together. The review of completed STPs is

addressed in Appendix 104.40.
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J.O INTRODUCTION

This Appendix addresses the procedure for reviewing completed STPs. This

procedure is summarized in flow chart form on Attachment (1) of this Appendix.

2.0 INFTIAL REVIEW OF COMPLETED STPs

2.1 The Technician's/Operator's Supervisor will be responsible for the ini t ial

review of the completed STP and its associated documentation. He will ve r i fy

that the procedure has been properly completed, that the correct test

equipment was used and that deviations from acceptance criteria or fa i lures

have been recorded.

2.2 If there is a problem with the Test Results or Adjustments , the applicable

Supervisor will:

2.2.1 N o t i f y the Technician/Operator and direct corrective action.

2.2.2 Note on the STP Cover Sheet any problems and the action taken cr

recommended.

2.2.3 Decide whether the test needs to be performed again. If it does, he

will insure it is rescheduled within the time l imi t specified by the

Technical Specification.

2.3 The Supervisor will sign the "Supervisor/Shift Supervisor" signature block to

document his review.
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3.0 POSRC REVIEW OF TEMPORARY CHANGES

3.1 Maintenance STPs

After the Maintenance Supervisor review, the Assistant General Supervisor,

General Supervisor or their designated alternate will be responsible for

insuring that all temporary changes that were not taken to POSRC during the

performance of the STP are taken within 14 days of their implementation

date.

3.2 Operations, ISI and Fire Protection STPs

After his review the Supervisor will forward the completed STP to the

applicable Surveillance Coordinator. The Fire Protection, ISI or Operations

Surveillance Coordinator will be responsible for insuring that all temporary

changes that were not taken to POSRC during the performance of the STP are

taken within 14 days of their implementation date.

4.0 DETERMINATION OF NEXT SCHEDULE DATE

4.1 Maintenance STPs

The Maintenance Supervisor (or the individual he designates) will complete

Attachment (4) of Appendix 104.10 (attached to each STP) will detach it, and

forward it to the Mechanical Maintenance or Electrical dc Controls Scheduling

Coordinator for determination of the next schedule date. The completion

date for scheduling purposes is the date the "Test Completed By" block on the

STP Cover Sheet is signed by the technician/operator. The applicable

Scheduling Coordinator will schedule the next performance of the STP in

accordance with Appendix 104.20. If procedural changes are recommended on
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the Attachment #4 (Appendix 104.10) the Scheduling Coordinator will forward

the attachment to the appropriate Surveillance Coordinator (MM SC or

E&C SC).

4.2 Operations, ISI, and Fire Protection STPs

The Operations, ISI and Fire Protection Surveillance Coordinator will schedule

the next performance of the STP in accordance with Appendix 104.20. The

completion date for scheduling purposes is the date the "Test Completed By"

block on STP Cover Sheet is signed by the technician/operator.

5.0 TECHNICAL REVIEW AND POSRC APPROVAL

5.1 The Technical Review of the STPs will be performed by the System Engineer,

ISI Surveillance Coordinator or Operations Surveillance Coordinator as

designated below.

Operations STPs - Operations Surveillance Coordinator

ISI STPs - ISI Surveillance Coordinator

Fire Protection STPs - System Engineer

Maintenance STPs - System Engineer

5.2 For those STPs which are to be reviewed by the System Engineer, the

Maintenance Supervisor (or in the case of Fire Protection STPs, the Fire

Protection Surveillance Coordinator) will forward the completed STP and STP

Cover Sheet to the Engineering STC. The Engineering STC will be responsible

for keeping track of the status of the review by the System Engineer and will

insure the review is accomplished in a timely manner.

5.3 The System Engineer, ISI Surveillance Coordinator or Operations Surveillance

Coordinator, will insure the technical review encompasses the following:
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5.3.1 A verification that the procedure has been properly completed, that

the correct test equipment was used and that deviations from

acceptance criteria or failures have been recorded.

5.3.2 A check for possible trends in test data and overall results.

5.3.3 A determination of whether a detailed analysis is required. If so the

System Engineer or applicable Coordinator will collect the necessary

information and conduct the evaluation.

5.3.4 A presentation to POSRC and the Manager-NOD of all Surveillance

Test Procedures that:

' indicate malfunctions or,

' have out of specification conditions or,

* have had "As Found" data waived or,

" cover the Inservice Testing of Pumps and Valves as described in

Appendix 10^.50 where the results exceed the "Action" acceptance

criteria. (Results in the "Alert Range" need not be reviewed by

POSRC.)

Results of locked valve verifications need not be reviewed by POSRC

for valves not in the required locked position, provided that they are

administratively controlled by a tagout IAW CCI-112 (Reference 2) or

Locked Valve Deviation Sheet IAW CCI-309 (Reference 13) and

appropriate Technician Specification ACTION statements have been

entered.
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In general, completed surveillance tests that were performed wi thout

malfunctions or out of specification condition need not be reviewed

by POSRC and the Manager-NOD.

5.3.5 A determination of whether temporary changes to the STP should be

made permanent revisions. For Maintenance and Fire Protection

STPs, the System Engineer will inform the applicable Surveillance

Coordinator who will initiate the change in accordance with Appendix

104.10. For Operations and ISI STPs, since the Surveillance

Coordinator is performing the Technical Review, he/she will ini t ia te

the revision in accordance with Appendix 104.10.

6.0 COMPLETED FELE AND PLANT HISTORY

6.1 Upon completion of the technical review the System Engineer, Operations

Surveillance Coordinator and ISI Surveillance Coordinator will return the

completed STP and associated documentation to the Engineering STC.

6.2 The Engineer ing STC will insure that he/she receives all STPs which were

scheduled by checking off the STPs on the monthly schedule. The Engineer ing

STC receives monthly schedules on distribution from each Scheduling

Coordinator. (See Appendix 104.20.)

6.3 The Engineering STC will maintain a Active File. It will consist of all

completed STPs which have not yet been sent to the plant history file, filed

chronologically by Unit and STP number. The listing of STPs can be found in

Appendix 104.60. The active file is a ready reference for recently completed
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STPs. When a completed STP is needed for reference it may be removed f rom

the Active File with the concurrence of the Engineering STC and use of a sign

out card.

6.4 The Engineering STC will remove the completed Surveillance Test Procedures

from the active file for the year prior to the year just completed and turn

them over to Plant History. Thus at least one year's worth of completed STPs

are maintained in the file for ready reference. On submittal of STPs to P lan t

History, the Engineering STC will obtain the Monthly Surveillance Test

Schedules for the associated period from the Scheduling Coordinators and will

submit them along with the completed STPs. QAP-7 (Reference (16)) provides

guidance for the submission of these records.
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CROSS REFERENCE LIST OF
SURVEILLANCE TEST PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This Appendix specifies the STPs that are currently approved and being maintained

in a Master Surveillance Test Procedure File by the applicable Surveillance

Coordinator. (See Appendix 104.10)

The Appendix is composed of lists segregated by Surveillance Coordinator, of the

approved STPs. Included on each list is a cross reference of the STP to the

surveillance requirements it satisfies. It is the responsibility of each Surveillance

Coordinator to keep these lists up to date. (See Appendix 104.10)

The lists are indexed below:

Attachment 1 - Operations Surveillance Coordinator STPs

Attachment 2 - E<5cC Surveillance Coordinator STPs*

Attachment 3 - MM Surveillance Coordinator STPs *

Attachment 4 - ISI Surveillance Coordinator STPs *

Attachment 5 - Fire Protection Surveillance Coordinator STPs*

* Not included in this publication.
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0-1-1

0-4-1

0-5-1

0-6-i

0-7-1

0-8-0

0-8-A-1

0-8-B-l

0-8-C-O

0-9-1

ATTACHMENT (1), Page l of 10

OPERATIONS SURVEILLANCE TEST PROCEDURES

UNIT 1 AND COMMON

STP TITLE

Main Steam Isolation Valve Test

Integrated Engineered Safety Features Test

FREQUENCY

(1)

18 Mo.

Auxiliary Feedwater System Test

R PS Start-up Test

Engineered Safety Features Monthly
Logic Test

M

Diesel Generator Test

11 D/G and 4KV Bus 11 LOCI Sequencer Test

12 D/G and 4KV Bus 1* LOCI Sequencer Test

D/G Semi Annual Test

AFAS Monthly Logic Test

NA

M

M

SA

M

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

4.6.4.1.2a
4.7.1.5

4.1.2.2e
4.5.2f
4.6.2.1b & c
4.6.4.1.2a
4.7.3. Ib
4.7.4.1b
4.7.5. Ib
4.8.1.1.2e

4.7.1.2a
4.7.1.2e
4.3.2.1.3

(5)

M

4.3.1.1.1

4.1.2.2e
4.1.2.4.a
4.3.2.1.1
4.5.2b & f
4.6.2. la-c
4.6.2.2b
4.6.4.1.2b
4.7.3.1b
4.7.4.lb
4.7.5. Ib
4.7. 6. Ib
4.7.7.1 a
4.9.12a

NA

4.3.2.1.1

4.8.1.1.2.a
4.8.1.2

4.8.1.1.2.C

4.3.2.1.1
4.7.1.2.3.3
4.7.1.2.C.1
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OPERATIONS SURVEILLANCE TEST PROCEDURES

STP NO.

0-27-1

0-2S-1

0-29-1

0-33-1

0-34-0

0-35-1

0-36-1

0-44-1

0-47-1

0-54-0

0-55-1

0-55A-1

0-56-1

0-57-1

0-58-1

0-59-1

0-60-1

UNIT I AND COMMON

STP TITLE

RCS Leak Evaluation

Hydrogen Recombiner Semi-Annual Test

CEA Partial Movement Test

Radiation Monitoring System Test

Fuel Oil Sampling Quarterly Test

SI Tank Isolation Valve Test

Shutdown Cooling Return Header Valve Test

Containment Sump Inspection

MSIV Partial Stroke Test

Seismic Instrument Channel Check

Containment Integrity Verification

Containment Integrity Verification
- Mode 6

ESFAS Equipment Response Time

Alternate AC Power Sources

Hydrogen Recombiner Refueling Test

Refueling Machine Load Test

Containment Purge Valve Operability

TECHNICAL
FREQUENCY

72 Hrs.

SA

M

M

Q

18 Mo.

18 Mo.

18 Mo.

W

M

M

(2)

18 Mo.

18 Mo.

18 Mo.

R

(2)

SPECIFICATION

4.4.6.2e

4.6.5.2a

4.1.3.1.2

4.1.3.1.3

4.3.3.1
4.4.6.1a

4.7.11.1.
4.8.1.1.2

4.5.1.3.2

4.5.2e.!

4.5.2e

4.7.1.5

4.3.3.3.1

4.6.1.1.a
4.6.1.7

4.9.4a

4.3.2.1.3

2b
.b

.e

4.8.1. l.lb

4.6.5. 2.b

4.9.6.1

4.9.4b
4.9.9
4.3.3.1
4.6.4.1.2

.3

.b
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TECHNICAL
STP NO. STP TITLE FREQUENCY SPECIFICATION

0-61-1 Source Range Instrument Functional Test (2) 4.9.2a & b

0-62-1 Monthly Valve Position Verification M 4.1.2. Ib
4.1.2.2b
4.5.2b

4.7.1.2a
4.7.3.1a
4.7.4.1a
4.7.5.la

0-63-1 Remote Shutdown Instruments Channel Check M 4.3.3.5
4.3.3.6

0-64-1 SI Tank Feeder Breaker Check M 4.5. le

0-65-1 Quarterly Valve Operability Q
Verification-Operating 4.6.4.1.1

4.0.5

0-66-1 Quarterly Valve Operability (1) 4.0.5
Verification-Shutdown

0-67-1 Check Valve Operability Verification (1) ^.0.5
4.5.2.h
4.7.1.2

0-68-1 Refueling Cycle Valve Position Ind Test R 4.0.5

0-69-1 SGIS and CSAS-3 Logic Test 18 Mo. 4.3.2.1.1

0-70-1 Staggered Test of "A" Train Components M 4.6.2.2a
4.6.3.1a
4.6.6.la

0-71-1 Staggered Test of "B" Train Components M 4.6.2.2a
4.6.3. la
4.6.6.1a

0-72-0 Control Room Radiation Monitor Test 18 Mo. 4.7.6.le.2
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OPERATIONS SURVEILLANCE TEST PROCEDURES
UNIT 1 AND COM MON

TECHNICAL
STP NO. STP TITLE FREQUENCY SPECIFICATION

0-73-1 Engineered Safety Features Performance Test Q 4.1.2.3
4.1.2.4
4.1.2.5
4.1.2.6
4.5.2.1
4.0.5

0-74-1 ESF Equipment Bearing Temp Test A 4.0.5

0-86-1 Boration Flow Path Temperature Determination W 4.1.2.la
4.1.2.2a

0-87-1 Borated Water Source Operabiüty W 4.l.2.7a
Verification 4.1.2.8a

4.5.1b
4.5.4a
4.9.11

O-SS-1 TSP Volume Determination 18 Mo. 4.5.2e

0-89-0 Fire Suppression System Weekly Check W 4.7.11.1.la
4.7.1l.l.2a

0-90-1 Breaker Line-up Verification W 4.3.1.1.la
4.8.2.1
4.8.2.2
4.8.2.3.1
4.8.2.4.1

0-92-1 Refueling Machine Auxiliary Hoist Test R 4.9.6.2

0-93-1 Locked Valve Verification Outside M NA
Containment

0-94-1 Power Availability for RCS Circulation (3) 4.4.1.2.1
4.4.1.3.1

0-95-1 Locked Valve Verification Inside (4) NA
Containment
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UNIT I AND COMMON

STP NO.

0-97-0

0-98-1

0-99-1

STP TITLE

Control Room Air Conditioning Test

Containment High Range Radiation Check

Functional Test of Wide Range Noble

FREQUENCY

B M

M

M

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

4.7.6.1-a.

4.3.3.1

4.3.3.1
Gas Monitor

0-100-1 Main Steam Eff luent Radiation Monitor M
Function Test

0-101-0 Functional Test of Liquid & Gaseous Waste SA
Discharge RMS Channels

0-102-1 Functional Test of Main Vent Gaseous and S/G SA
Slowdown RMS Channels

N/A

4.3.3.9
4.3.3.10
4.3.3.9
4.3.3.10
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UNIT 2

STP NO. STP TITLE

0-1-2 Main Steam Isolation Valve Test

0-4-2 Integrated Engineered Safety
Features Test

TECHNICAL
FREQUENCY SPECIFICATION

(1)

18 Mo.

0-5-2 Auxiliary Feedwater System Test

0-6-2 R PS Start-up Test

0-7-2 Engineered Safety Features
Monthly Logic Test

M

(5)

M

O-S-A-2 12 D/G and 4KV Bus 21 LOCI Sequencer Test

0-8-B-2 21 D/G and 4KV Bus 2» LOG! Sequencer Test

0-9-2 Auxiliary Feedwater Actuation
System Monthly Logic Test

M

M

M

4.6.4. 1. 2.a
4.7.1.5

4.1.2.2e
4.5.2.f
4.6.2.lb& c
4.6.4.1.2a
4.7.3.1b
4.7.4.1b
4.7. 5. Ib
4.8.1.1.2e

4.7.1. 2a
4.7.1.2e
4.3.2.1.3

4.3.1.1.1

4.1.2.2c
4.3.2. 1. 1
4.5.2.b oc f
4.6.2.ia-c
4.6.2.2b
4.6.4. 1.2b
4.7. 3. Ib
4.7.4. Ib
4.7. 5. Ib
4.7.6.1b
4.7. 7. la
4.9.12a

4.3.2.1.1

4.8.1. 1.2.a
4.8.1.2

4.3.2.1.1
4.7.1.2.3.3
«.7.1.2.C.1
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STP NO.

0-27-2

0-28-2

0-29-2

0-33-2

0-35-2

0-36-2

0-44-2

0-47-2

0-55-2

0-55A-2

0-56-2

0-57-2

0-58-2

0-59-2

0-60-2

UNIT 2

STP TITLE

RCS Leak Evaluation

Hydrogen Recombiner Semi-Annual Test

CEA Partial Movement Test

Radiation Monitoring System Test

SI Tank Isolation Valve Test

Shutdown Cooling Return Header
Valve Test

Containment Sump Inspection

MSIV Partial Stroke Test

Containment Integrity Verification

Containment Integrity Verification
- Mode 6

ESFAS Equipment Response Time

Alternate AC Power Sources

Hydrogen Recombiner Refueling Test

Refueling Machine Load Test

Containment Purge Valve Operability

FREQUENCY

72 Mrs.

SA

M
4.1.3.1.3

M

18 Mo.

IS Mo.

13 Mo.

W

M

(2)

IS Mo.

18 Mo.

18 Mo.

R

(2)

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

4.4.6.2e

4.6.5.2a

4.1.3.1.2

4.3.3.1
4.4.6. la

4.5.1a.2.e

4.5.2e.l

4.5.2e

4.7.1.5

4.6.1. l.a
4.6.1.7

4.9. 4a

4.3.2.1.3

4.3.1.1. Ib

4.6.5.2.0.3

4.9.6.1

4.9.4b
4.9.9
4.3.3.1
4.6.4.1.2.b

0-61-2 Source Range Instrument Functional (2) 4.9.2a &. b
Test
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OPERATIONS SURVEILLANCE TEST PROCEDURES

STP NO.

0-62-2

0-63-2

0-64-2

0-65-2

0-66-2

0-67-2

0-68-2

0-69-2

0-70-2

0-71-2

0-73-2

UNIT 2

STP TITLE

Monthly Valve Position Verification

Remote Shutdown Instruments Channel
Check

SI Tank Feeder Breaker Check

Quarterly Valve Operability
Verification-Operating

Quarterly Valve Operability
Verification-Shutdown

Check Valve Operability
Verification

Refueling Cycle Valve Position
Indicator Test

SGIS and CSAS-3 Logic Test

Staggered Test of "A" Train
Components

Staggered Test of "B" Train
Components

Engineered Safety Features
Performance Test

FREQUENCY

M

M

M

Q

(D

(D

R

18 Mo.

M

M

Q

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

4.1.2.1b
4.1.2.2b
4.5. 2b
4.6.2. la
4.7.I.2a
4.7.3.1a
4.7.4.1a
4.7.5. la

4.3.3.5
4.3.3.6

4.5.1c

4.6.4.1.1
4.0.5

4.0.5

4.0.5
û.7.1.2

4.0.5

4.3.2.1.1

4.6.2.2a
4.6. 3. la
4.6.6.1a

4.6.2.2a
4.6.3. la
4.6.6. la

4.1.2.3
4.1.2.4
4.1.2.5
4.1.2.6
4.0.5
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OPERATIONS SURVEILLANCE TEST PROCEDURES

STP NO.

0-74-2

0-S6-2

0-S7-2

0-88-2

0-90-2

0-92-2

0-93-2

0-94-2

0-95-2

0-98-2

0-99-2

0-100-2

0-102-2

UNIT 2

STP TITLE

E5F Equipment Bearing Temp Test

Boration Flow Path Temperature
Determination

Bora ted Water Source Operability
Verification

TSP Volume Determination

Breaker Line-up Verification

Refueling Machine Auxiliary Hoist Test

Locked Valve Verification Outside
Containment

Power Availability for RCS Circulation

Locked Valve Verification Inside
Containment

Containment High Range Radiation Monitor
Check

Functional Test of Wide Range Noble Gas
Monitor

Main Steam Effluent Radiation Monitor
Functional Test

Functional Test of Main Vent Gaseous and
S/G Slowdown RMS Channels

FREQUENCY

A

\V

W

18 Mo.

W

R

M

(3)

(*)

M

M

M

SA

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION

4.0.5

4. 1.2. la
4.1.2.2a

4.1.2.7a
4.1.2.8a
4.5.1b
4.5.4a
4.9.11

4.5.2e

4.8.1. Lia
4.8.2.1
4.8.2.2
4.8.2.3.1
4.8.2.4.1

4.9.6.2

NA

4.4.1.2.1
4.4.1.3.1

NA

4.3.3.1

4.3.3.1

N/A

4.3.3.9
4.3.3.10
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OPERATIONS SURVEILLANCE TEST PROCEDURES

NOTES

1. Each cold shutdown unless performed within
previous three months.

2. Every seven (7) days while in Mode 6.
3. Every seven (7) days while in Modes 3, 4 and 5.
k. Prior to entry into Mode 4 from Mode 5.
5. Prior to entry into Mode 2 from Mode 3.
6. Monthly in Modes 5 and 6.

B W-Bi-weekly
M-Monthly
Q-Quarterly
R-Re fueling
SA-Semi Annually
\V-Weekly
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Annex 3

EXAMPLE OF A RELIABILITY BASED PROGRAMME

The following pages present two examples of a reliability based
programme for diesel surveillance activities. The pages are excerpted from
the documents indicated. The example contains figures and descriptions of:

The reliability programme process used
The tasks and activities involved in the reliability programme
Work breakdown structures
Definition of the diesel subsystems included
Test validity considerations
Test failure evaluation criteria
Technical issues that need to be addressed
Emergency diesel test data sheet
A summary of the diesel generator reliability programme review items
Evaluation of diesel surveillance test intervals from reliability
considerations (the separate document)

ill



A RELIABILITY PROGRAM FOR EMERGENCY DIESEL
GENERATORS AT NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS*

E.V. LOFGREN, G.M. DEMOSS, J.R. FRAGOLA,
P.L. APPIGNANI, G. DELARCHE, J. BOCCIO
Science Applications International Corporation,
Sandia National Laboratories

TABLE 1-1
DIESEL GENERATOR RELIABILITY PROGRAM REVIEW ITEMS

A. EDG Reliability Target
Ensure that the reliability target for the diesel generator has beenestablished and that calculational measures have been defined that can be
evaluated and compared to the target.
B. EDG Surveillance Needs
Ensure that the diesel generator equipment boundary has been defined and
that the diesel generator reliability program has specified a task foranalyzing the surveillance needs of this equipment
C. EDG Performance Monitoring
Ensure that the reliability program specifies a task to monitor diesel
generator performance, using both statistical trending and engineering data,to spot degradations in performance.
D. EDG Maintenance Program
Ensure that the diesel generator maintenance program has a reliability focus
that includes preventive maintenance, prioritization of maintenance actionsand spare parts considerations.
E. EDG Failure Analysis and Root Cause Investigation
Ensure that there is a task to systematically reduce identified dieselgenerator problems to correctable causes.
F. Problem Closeout
Ensure that the diesel generator reliability program requires a formalproblem closeout procedure and that this procedure involves both (1)establishing criteria for problem closeout when a reliability problem isdetected, and (2) providing for any special monitoring activity to ensurethat the criteria have been satisfied by the corrective action.
G. Data System
Ensure that a data gathering, storage, and retrieval system with sufficient
capabilities to support all features of the reliability program is in place
or will be Implemented as part of the diesel generator reliability program.

H. Responsibilities and Management Controls

Ensure that there are clear Une responsibilities and management controls in
place that Identify responsible Individuals for Implementing and operating
the diesel generator reliability program, and ensure that these Individuals
are qualified to perform the functions for which they are responsible.

* Prepared for and reproduced here by permission of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NUREG/CR-5078, SAND87-7176, Vol.1).
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TASKS
NECESSARY TO

PROVIDE A
RELIABILITY

FOCUS TO DIESEL
GENERATOR

SURVEILLANCE

DEFINE
EQUIPMENT SET
TO INCLUDE IN

RELIABILITY
PROGRAM

SET
RELIABILITY

TARGETS FOR
EQUIPMENT IN

PROGRAM

EVALUATE
SURVEILLANCE

NEEDS

PREPARE
SURVEILLANCE

PLAN TO
MEET THE

NEEDS

DEVISE
COMPONENT

PERFORMANCE
MONITORING

PROGRAM

FIGURE 3-1. TOP-LEVEL WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE SHOWING TASKS
NECESSARY TO PROVIDE A RELIABILITY FOCUS FOR SURVEILLANCE



A.3 TEST VALIDITY
A valid test requires that the emergency diesel generator be tested in a
condition in which it would normally exist when asked to respond to a ran-
dom 1oss-of-offsite-power event, and other plant transients requiring the
EDGs.
This requirement is specifically intended to preclude actions solely for thepurpose of guaranteeing a successful test. This requirement is NOT intended
to preclude required or necessary maintenance to the emergency diesel
generator or its support systems. Nor is it intended to allow a knownadverse condition to go uncorrected. Good engineering practices andcondition monitoring can actually mask reliability problems when these tasks
are performed merely to meet a requirement or the purpose of performingeither task is not properly understood. For instance, any action taken just
prior to test, and not performed on a routine basis, or any action scheduled
to be performed only just prior to test would tend to mask problems thatwould occur during a random test.
An example is that blowing down the diesel starting air receivers just prior
to a test to eliminate the failure modes resulting from accumulated moisturein the air start system would bias the failure to start probability andpresent an inaccurate and misleading picture of diesel reliability. Sinceactual demands for the diesels occur at unpredictable times, there would beno opportunity to blow down the air receivers just prior to an actualdemand. Therefore, the impact of a possibly important failure mode would be
masked from the reliability performance measures, unless the test procedure
required checking for, and recording, the condition of excess water in thesystem. In this case, blowing down the air receiver just prior to testcould be in the category of a good engineering practice and would not maskreliability problems associated with this condition as long as dieselfailure to start was correlated to finding the condition. Blowing down theair receivers on a daily, or on some other periodic schedule not tied to
demand tests, or per shift basis (as part of an operators normal routineduties) would be an acceptable form of condition monitoring.
Another example of invalidating a test is when a preventive maintenancecheck is always scheduled to be performed just prior to the diesel generatortest. Maintenance actions designed to operate, check, or perform a specialinspection of components directly affecting the satisfactory operation ofthe diesel generator fall into this category. This includes checking valveoperations, relay operations, circuit breaker operations, etc. However,regularly scheduled maintenance actions not scheduled only prior to test,but occasionally occurring prior to test, are expected and acceptable.Also, if these maintenance actions are performed as part of the test or asan addendum to the test and are performed to correspond with a relationshipto a specific failure mode or modes of the diesel generator, and the testallows for the evaluation of that relationship, then this would also be
acceptable.
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A.4.4 Other Diesel Generator Failure Conditions
Abnormalities of the diesel generator are considered actual failures only if
the diesel generator is incapable of functioning- to support recovery of a
station blackout event or other plant transients requiring EDGs. That is,
only catastrophic or immediate failures of the diesel generator are to be
considered actual failures for the purpose of this document. Note thatwhile noncatastrophic conditions should not be considered as failures fromthe standpoint of calculating the EOG unreliability measures, they doconstitute failures from the point of view of the reliability program in
that they must be addressed within the context of the program. For example,
during a diesel generator test, an operator notices that one of the
cylinders is operating at a slightly elevated temperature, still within the
safe operating limits of the diesel, and although the temperature is stable,he decides to shut down the diesel to investigate the cause. By shutting
down the diesel, the specified test runtime requirement has not been. met.
Although this would imply a failure, it does not constitute a failuresince, if required, the diesel generator would still be able to function
satisfactorily.
While the above example denotes a degraded or incipient class of failure
that would not be counted as an actual failure, the following example illus-
trates an actual catastrophic or immediate failure that would be counted asa failure.
If the operator, in the above example, actually noticed a high cylinder
temperature in one cylinder and he also realized that the cylinder
temperature was increasing so that in a short period of time the temperaturewould be above the safe operating limit, he would have no choice but to shut
down the diesel to protect it from further possible damage. Since the
diesel would not be available to supply emergency ac power, this wouldconstitute an actual failure of the diesel generator and therefore would becounted as a failure.
Figure A-l illustrates a diesel generator test success, with the associatedfailure parameters indicated.

A.5 EDG FAILURE EVALUATION CRITERIA
For NRC use, the progression of failures as well as the overall failurehistory should be used to judge the acceptability of diesel generatorperformance. The EDG failure evaluation criteria are presented in Table A-l(for EDGs having a reliability target of 0.95), and in Table A-2, (for EDGshaving a reliability of 0.975). These criteria are based on the number ofcatastrophic failures recorded in a succession of three operating histories.For Table A-l, the operating histories are the last 20 demands, the last 50demands, and the last 100 demands. For Table A-2, the operating historiesare the last 40 demands, the last 80 demands, and the last 120 demands.Table A-3 is provided in order to assist the NRC in evaluating EDGs having atarget reliability level of 0.975 by showing the failure progressions forthe last 20, 50 and 100 demands.

Tables A-2 and A-3 have not been included in this publication.
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TABLE A-l
EDG FAILURE EVALUATION CRITERIA

FOR EDGs WITH RELIABILITY TARGET OF 95%

Evaluation C r i t e r i a
(f F a i l u r e s / 6 D e m a n d s )

>. 2/20

>. 5/50

>. 10/100

Failure Progression

Legend: Y - Yes
K - Ho

C o m b i n a t i o n s of
F a i l u r e E v a l u a t i o n
_______Criteria____

Y Y Y N N N S Y

Y Y N N N Y Y H

Y N N N Y Y N Y

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

T i m « P e r i o d
( 1 D e m a n d / 2 W k s )

- 10 M o n t h s

- 2 Y e a r s

- 4 Y e a r s

F a l s e A l a
_____P_.a t e_

2 6 J

1 1 J

3 Z

Interpretations of the Failure Progressions

Failure Progression

1. > 2 failure* in 20 demanda
> 5 failures in 50 demands
> 10 failures in 100 demands

2. 2 2 failures in 20 demands
> 5 failures in 50 demands
< 10 failures in 100 demands

3. * 2 failures in 20 demands
< 5 failures in 50 demands
< 10 failures in 100 demands

4. < 2 failures in 20 demands
< S failures in 50 demands
< 10 failures in 100 demands

5. < 2 failures in 20 demands
< 5 failures in SO demands
> 10 failures in 100 demands

6. < 2 failures in 20 demand«
> 5 failures in 50 demands
> 10 failure* in 100 demands

?. < 2 failures in 20 demand*
> S failure* In SO demand*
< 10 failure* in 100 demand*

> 2 failures in 20 demand*
< S failure* in SO demand»
> 10 failures in 100 demand*

Interpretation

This is an unacceptable condition requiring immediate action
to declare th« EDG inoperable. There 1* strong evidence
that the long-tern EDG unreliability i* larger than the
target value and no evidence that it i* improving. The
EDG reliability proprem muât be Improved or enhanced before
the EDG can be declared operable again.

Thi* ia an alert condition «here action i* recooxnended to
declare the EDG inoperable. There is evidence that the EDS
is deteriorating over time and that the current reliability
is unacceptable. The action taken may depend on other
circumstances and information from the plant.

This is a mild alert condition where no action by the NEC
is reconxoended unless there «re other recent indications
of EDG deterioration. EDGs with acceptable unreliabilities
will display this condition about 26 percent of the time.
Although some concern is Justified, a single failure, with no
evidence of degraded performance, should not lead to excessive
concern.

This is an acceptable condition.
unacceptable performance.

No concrete evidence of

This is an acceptable condition. There is an indication of
a past problem that has probably been corrected. Low-level
vigilance is prudent to ensure continued acceptable operation.

This is an acceptable condition but one that needs continued
vigilance. There is Indication that a continuing past problem
1* being corrected, but the evidence i* not convincing enough
to warrant a decrease in vigilance.

This 1* an acceptable condition but one that needs continued
vigilance. Th* interpretation of thi* condition i» similar
to th* Interpretation of condition 6 above, except that the
history of unacceptable performance 1* less extensive.

The interpretation of thi* condition i* somewhat »imilar to
the interpretation of condition 3, except that there i* •
history of a performance prob lea that may have been corrected,
or partially alleviated. This situation is an ambiguous one,
requiring * »ore detailed «valuation. Th* assessment would be
different if there were 2 failures in the lut SO demand* and 2
failure* in the last 20 demand* than if there wer* S failures
in th* last SO and 2 in the last 20. An alert condition is
indicated by this condition.
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B.I INTRODUCTION
The objectives of this appendix are to (1) define the equipment boundary
that comprises the emergency diesel generator (EDG) system and (2) definethe important elements that must be included in submitted assessments that
define the surveillance needs of the EDG system. EDG surveillance mustprovide a measure of assurance that the EDG reliability target is beingachieved. The EDG equipment boundary must be explicitly defined so that
all pieceparts considered as part of the EDG system will be assessed as to
their surveillance needs. The surveillance needs of the EDG system must beassessed so that, in the long term, the diesel generator reliability goal
will be met. Therefore, review of a diesel generator reliability programmust include a review of the equipment considered within the boundary of the
EDG and a review of the process and rationale by which the surveillanceneeds of this equipment were determined.
Analysis of equipment boundaries and surveillance needs are two tasks of a
Reliability Centered Surveillance (RCS) concept. This concept was developedto implement the problem detection portion of a reliability program. A
description of RCS is given in Reference B-l. This reference provides
additional detail that could be useful for reviewing submittals to ensurethat they reflect an acceptable assessment of EDG surveillance needs.
Section B.2 of this appendix identifies the technical issues that must be
considered when addressing EDG surveillance needs. This section provides a
review checklist of issues to match against the surveillance needs issues
that may be contained in a diesel generator reliability program under
review. Section B.3 lists the interfaces between the assessment of EDGsurveillance needs and other review items.
B.2 ISSUES TO CONSIDER WHEN ADDRESSING EDG EQUIPMENT BOUNDARY AND

SURVEILLANCE NEEDS
Figure B-l identifies the issues that must be addressed to provide Review
Item B. (Also shown on Figure B-l (dotted lines) are the other tasks thatare required to implement an RCS program to provide the problem detection
portion of a diesel generator reliability program.) Each of the issues arediscussed, under separate heading, below.

Has the EDG equipment boundary been established?
The EDG equipment is defined to be comprised of those subsystemsand pieceparts that are exclusively employed to produce emergencyac power. A single diesel generator is defined to include thediesel engine, generator, and the subset of supporting equipmentthat is associated exclusively with the generation of emergencyac power using that diesel generator. The pieceparts to be asso-ciated with the diesel generator are those whose sole function isrelated to diesel generator operability and production ofemergency ac power. For instance, a diesel generator may requireservice water for operability, but only those service watercomponents and pieceparts that are solely there for the dieselgenerator are to be included in the diesel generator boundary.
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Table B-1 generically suggests a diesel generator definition in
terms of its subsystems.
Has the assessment of diesel generator surveillance needj;
identified the critical failure modes and provided surveillance
coverage for them?
Critical failure modes are defined as those diesel generatorpiecepart or subsystem failure modes that would fail the diesel
generator mission of successful start, load, and runtime as
specified in the surveillance plan. Critical failure modes can
be identified using reliability techniques such as Failure Modes
and Effects Analysis (FMEA), as described in Reference B-2. All
critical failure modes must be identified and considered when
devising the diesel generator surveillance plan. Between-testand between-surveillance intervals should be established based on
the expected frequencies of the critical failure modes. The
concept of adequate surveillance coverage of critical failure
modes is referred to in the reliability literature as "test
adequacy." An "adequate" test is one that is capable of detect-
ing any of the critical failure modes with sufficient likelihoodthat the diesel generator reliability target is met.
Has an assessment been performed of noncatastrophic failures and
conditions that will, if left unattended, proceed to catastrophjc
diesel generator failure?
Some diesel generator critical failure modes are preceded by non-catastrophic failures or conditions that are detectable through
test, inspection, or condition monitoring. The diesel generator
surveillance assessment should identify these and assess
surveillance needs by examining tradeoffs among:

• The diesel generator reliability target.
• The repair outage time for repair of the noncatas-

trophic failure or condition.
• The repair outage time if the noncatastrophic failure

or condition is allowed to progress to a catastrophic
failure.

• Any diesel generator surveillance outage time required
to detect the noncatastrophic failure or condition.

• The expected lag-time between when the noncatastrophicprecursor condition becomes detectable, and when thecatastrophic failure occurs, versus the intervalbetween scheduled EDG outages.
It is cautioned that not all critical failure modes have non-catastrophic precursors that are readily detectable. The oneswith nondetectable precursors are referred to as residualfailures. The only maintenance strategy for "residual" failures
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TABLE B-l
DEFINITION OF DIESEL SUBSYSTEMS

Inside the Boundary
Speed Control -

Fuel Supply -

Fuel Storage -
Lube Oil -

Engine Cooling -
Heat Sink -

Exhaust -
Environment Control -
Intake Air Supply -
Turbocharger -
Diesel Mechanical -

Air Start -
Generator Electro-Mechanical -
Voltage Regulation/Field flash

Start Control -

Other I&C -

Outside the Boundary
Load Sequencer -
DC Power Supply -
AC Power Supply -
Synchronization Circuitry -
Service Water Supply -
AC Power Distribution System -

(Includes governor,
frequency sensing,
positioning)

speed sensing,
and fuel ra'cks

(Includes equipment from the day tank
through injectors)

(Includes prelube, preheating if
applicable)

(Diesel-spedfie cooling water)

(Radiator or site service water system up
to and including inlet and outlet valves
of heat exchangers)

(Room temperature and humidity control)

(The casing and all components within, up
to, but not including, attached pumps or
other piping systems)

(Includes starting air supply)

(Including up to output breaker)

(Autostart sensors, logic, remote manual
start capability)

(Including trips, control room indica-
tions)

(For auxiliaries, I&C)
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is to repair them as they occur. The only surveillance strategy
for residual failures is to ensure that the surveillance mix willresult in their detection when they occur.
The ability of a test or inspection to detect precursors to
catastrophic failures is referred to in References B-l and B-2
as the efficiency of the test. An efficient test is one that has
a high likelihood of detecting precursors to nonresidual criticalfailure modes.
Achieving efficient surveillance is important when the dominantdiesel generator failure modes are of the nonresidual type, i.e.,
they have detectable precursors. An example of this type ofcondition is water in the EDG airstart system, which could result
in a failure of the diesel generators to start (and, depending on
the commonalty of starting subsystems, could result in a common
cause failure of more than one diesel generator at a plant).
References B-l and B-2 provide further discussion of the issue of
test efficiency. The determination of which critical failure
modes are residual and which have detectable precursors requires
an engineering evaluation. Once that determination has been
made, statistical and reliability techniques could be useful for
characterizing the detectability of the precursor, frequency of
occurrence, or relative repair times to use in the tradeoffs
suggested above. Use of these techniques is discussed in
Reference B-2.
Has the assessment of ED6 surveillance needs considered detectionof aging conditions?
The definition of aging used herein is defined to include boththe time-related deterioration of EDG pieceparts or subsystems
and the equipment-use-related wearout of pieceparts or subsystemsdue to diesel generator cycling. Assessment of the EDG
surveillance needs should include an assessment of any specialsurveillance needed to detect deterioration of the diesel
generators due to aging phenomena.
Aging of EDG subsystems or pieceparts could be manifested by
increased frequency and/or duration of repairs or changes inmeasurable physical conditions such as crankcase temperature or
pressure, lube oil.pressure, starting air pressure, or cyclingfrequency, etc. Since piecepart or subsystem aging willeventually show up as degraded diesel generator performanceunless the aged parts are repaired or replaced, the surveillanceassessment should include assessing the need to providesurveillance or condition monitoring to detect these conditions.
The first step in this process is to identify which portions ofthe EDG are expected to age quickly. The second step is toidentify measurable physical conditions that can be used todetect the aging process. Finally, surveillance can be specifiedto detect changes in the measurable physical conditions.
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TABLE C-4. EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR MONTHLY TEST DATA SHEET
(includes all of the per shift, daily, and weekly checks plus the following)

Pre-operational Check List
EDG ID #:___________________
Date:_____________________ Time:__________________EDG Integrator Reading:_________________________
Starting Air Pressure, Receiver A:_____________psig

Receiver B:_____________psig
Governor Setting: Automatic/ManualFuel oil level, Day Tank____________gallons

Storage Tank_____________gallons
Engine Cooling Water Expansion Tank level:_______________inches
Lube oil filter D/P:______________Barring device disengaged:_____________
Lube oil temperature:Lube oil pressure:_____________psigJacket water temperature:_
Jacket water pressure:__________psig
Duplex strainer in use:____________
Annunciator circuit check:

Operational Checklist
Time EDG Started:_
Method of Starting:

Postoperational Checklist
Time EDG Secured: _____________
Fuel oil level at end of run: ___ (or amount of F.O. oil used)
Lube oil sump level at end of run: __________ gallonsEDG Integrator reading (time): _________

Other tests as required:- starting air compressor operational checks- alternate power supply operational checks- F.O. transfer pump operability checks- etc.
Filling of the day tank and fuel oil storage tank (if required)should be accomplished immediately after the EDG is secured.Any special tests associated with the fuel oil system should beaccomplished at this time.
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TABLE C-4 (cont.). EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR MONTHLY TEST DATA SHEET
Hourly Readings

(to be recorded every hour during the test)
Jacket water pressure
Jacket water temperature (in)Jacket water temperature (out)
Jacket water cooler D/T
Jacket water cooler D/P
Water pressure to turbocharger
Water pressure from turbochargerWater temperature to turbochargerWater temperature from turbochargerEngine oil pressure
L.O. cooler outlet temperature
L.O. cooler inlet temperatureL.O. filter inlet pressure
L.O. filter outlet pressure
Oil press to turbocharger
Oil temperature from turbocharger
Turhocharger inlet air temperature
After cooler air temperature
After cooler air pressure

Alt«EDG vibration (mils)
Crankcase pressure

#1 Cylinder exhaust temperature (for each cylinder)
#2 Cylinder exhaust temperature
#3 Cylinder exhaust temperature
#4 Cylinder exhaust temperature
#5 Cylinder exhaust temperature#6 Cylinder exhaust temperature
#7 Cylinder exhaust temperature
#8 Cylinder exhaust temperature#9 Cylinder exhaust temperature
#10 Cylinder exhaust temperature
Turbine exhaust pressureTurbine exhaust temperature
Turbine exhaust backpressureF.O. filter Inlet pressureF.O. filter outlet pressureP.O. temperature

Fuel rack settings#1 cylinder
#2 cylinder
#3 cylinder
H cylinder
#5 cylinder#6 cylinder#7 cylinder#8 cylinder
#9 cylinder#10 cylinder

Turbocharger RPM
Engine RPM
KW
Volts
Frequency (Hz)Amps
Kilovars
Alternator windingAlternator bearing

(for each cylinder)

temperature
temperature
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EVALUATION OF DIESEL UNAVAILABILITY AND
RISK EFFECTIVE SURVEILLANCE TEST INTERVALS*

W.E. VESELY, G.M. DEMOSS, E.V. LOFGREN,
T. GINZBURG, P. SAMANTA, J. BOCCIO
Reliability and Physical Analysis Group,
Department of Nuclear Energy,
Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Upton, New York, United States of America

SIDE BY SIDE COMPARISONS OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS
TO DIESEL FAILURE TO START IN A TEST AND ACCIDENT

FAILURE TO START DUE TO

AH UNDETECTED FAILURE BEFORE DEMAND

A FAILURE CAUSED BY THE DEMAND

BEING DOWN FOR REPAIR OR MAINTENANCE
OF A FAILURE OR DEGRADATION OCCURRING
BETWEEN TESTS

BEING DOWN FOR REPAIR OR MAINTENANCE OF
A DEMAND CAUSED FAILURE OR DEGRADATION

BEING DOWN FOR REPAIR OR MAINTENANCE OF
A FAILURE OR DEGRADATION FROM RUNNING
THE DIESEL IN A TEST

DIESEL FAILUF
A TEST

X

X

?E TO START IN
AN ACCIDENT

X

X

X

X

X

* Prepared for and reproduced here by permission of the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NUREG/CR-4810, BNL-NUREG-52022).
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SIDE BY SIDE COMPARISONS OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS

TO DIESEL FAILURE TO START IH A TEST AND ACCIDENT

FAILURE TO START DUE TO

AN UNDETECTED FAILURE
BEFORE DEMAND

A FAILURE CAUSED BY
THE DEMAND

BEING DOWN FOR REPAIR
OR MAINTENANCE OF A
FAILURE OR DEGRADATION
OCCURRING BETWEEN TESTS

BEING DOWN FOR REPAIR
OR MAINTENANCE OF A
DEMAND CAUSED FAILURE
OR DEGRADATION
BEING DOWN FOR REPAIR
OR MAINTENANCE OF A
FAILURE OR DEGRADATION
FROM RUNNING THE DIESEL
IN A TEST

DIESEL FAILUt
A TEST

X

X

*E TO START IN
AN ACCIDENT

X

X

X

X

X

EFFECT OF IN-
CREASING THE
TEST INTERVAL

INCREASES

NOT AFFECTED

NOT AFFECTED

DECREASES

DECREASES

First Order F o r m u l a s fo r the C o n t r i b u t i o n s
Fa i lure to Star t { U n a v a i l a b i l i t y to S t a r t )

to Diesel

Diesel Fail to
Start in a Test

Diesel Fail
Start in an

to
Accident

Failure to start due to
an undetected failure
before the demand
Failure to start due to
a failure caused by decand
Failure to start due to
being down for repair
or maintenance of a failure
or degradation occurring
between tests
Failure to start due to
being down for repair
or maintenance of a demand
caused failure or degradation
Failure to start due to
being down for repair
or maintenance of a failure
or degradation from running
the diesel in a test

A T a2 A T

wd

A0t0d.
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FORHl l l f l FOR THE DIESEL U N A V A [ I f tRH tTY
I N C O R P O R A T I N G A L L C O N T R I B U T I O N S

FOR DIESEL TEST U N A V A I L A B I L I T Y qT ( F O R FA ILURE TO S T A R T
IN A TEST)

qT = al A T + p

FOR DIESEL ACCIDENT U N A V A I L A B I L I T Y qA (FOR FAILURE TO
S T A R T IN AN A C C I D E N T )

+ wd

+ c d_
T

Table 5 . B a s i c P a r a m e t e r s i n t h e U n a v a i l a b i l i t y F o r m u l a s

F a i l u r e .and. H a l n t e n a n e e P a r a m e t e r s

A = the s t a n d b y f a i l u r e r a t e (pe r h o u r ) fo r f a i l u r e s o c c u r r i n g
b e t w e e n s u r v e i l l a n c e t e s t a

p = the f a i l u r e p r o b a b i l i t y fo r d e m a n d c a u s e d ( t e s t c a u s e d )
f a i l u r e s

u = the m a i n t e n a n c e f r e q u e n c y (pe r hour ) for c o r r e c t i n g f a i l -
ures o r d e g r a d a t i o n s o c c u r r i n g b e t w e e n s u r v e i l l a n c e t e s t s

c = the p r o b a b i l i t y of m a i n t e n a n c e be ing p e r f o r m e d a f t e r a t e s t
for tes t caused f a i l u r e s or d e g r a d a t i o n s

f = the f r a c t i o n of m a i n t e n a n c e s b e t w e e n tes ts t h a t r e p a i r f a i l -
ures as o p p o s e d to d e g r a d a t i o n s

^ o = t he o p e r a t i n g f a i l u r e r a t e ( p e r h o u r ) fo r f a i l u r e s o c c u r r i n g
w h i l e the d iese l i s r u n n i n g

T e c h n i c a l S p e c i f i c a t i o n Re la t e j j V a r i a b l e s

I = i n t e r v a l b e t w e e n s u r v e i l l a n c e tes ts

d = the d o w n t i m e per r e p a i r or m a i n t e n a n c e , c o n t r o l l e d by the
a l l o w e d o u t a g e t i m e

t 0 = the a v e r a g e t i m e the d i e se l i s run in a s u r v e i l l a n c e t e s t

Constants

a^ = j_ if the average probability from undetected failures is to
2 be included in the teat unavailability

=1 if the maximum probability from undetected failures is to
be included in the teat unavailability1

» 2 = 1 If the average probability from undetected failures is to
2 be included in the accident unavailability

>= 1 if the maximum probability from undetected failures is to
be included in the accident unavailability*

•The maximum probability correaponda to the probability at the end of
the test Interval while the average probability corresponds to the
probability of the midpoint of the interval.
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Possible Parameter Simplifications

A. = 0 : all failures are demand caused

p = 0: all failures occur during standby

w = 0: no maintenance is done between tests

w = A: maintenance is only done on (catastrophic)
failures and maintenance activities can
immediately detect failures

c = 0: no additional maintenance is done at the test
beyond repairing (catastrophic) failures

1: maintenance is done on every test

0: maintenance between tests does not detect
failures but only degradations

f = 1 : maintenance can detect all failures as well
as degradations

Ao = 0: there is essentially zero contribution from
failure to run caused downtimes*

' In the example evaluations performed throughout the report, other
than in Section 8.0 in the FRANTIC III applications, this approxi-
mation is made for the run contribution.
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UNAVAILABILITY VERSUS TEST INTERVAL
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OPTIMAL TEST INTERVAL: DOWNTIME EFFECTS
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Annex 4

EXAMPLE OF A SYSTEM RELIABILITY MONITORING SCHEME

This example describes a particular reliability monitoring scheme that
has been developed to utilize data from a surveillance programme to evaluate
system reliability. The example also shows how system reliability goals can
be met by this approach.

The attached article 'In-service Monitoring of Safety System
Reliability* by H. Brunnader and J.A. Farr is a reprint from Nuclear Safety,
Vol. 27, No. 4, Oct.-Dec. 1986. The permission to publish this article is
gratefully acknowledged to the publisher of the periodical Nuclear Safety,
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Scientific and Technical Information,
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, U.S.A.
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IN-SERVICE MONITORING OF SAFETY SYSTEM RELIABILITY

H. BRUNNADER3, J .A. FARRb

Abstract: Systematic methods of monitoring safety system
reliability performance have been used by Ontario Hydro since
the utility began operating the first Canadian nuclear-electric
génération station in 1962. This article describes some aspects
of the program currently being used to monitor operational
reliability. The basis for system performance targets, the re-
liability indexes used, and their application to the observed
performance of selected systems at Bruce Nuclear Generating
Station A are discussed. Specific conclusions drawn from the
use of these methods are given.

Canadian nuclear plants are operated under li-
censes granted by the Atomic Energy Control
Board (AECB), which recognizes that the licensee
is responsible for ensuring adequate safety.1 As
part of meeting this responsibility, Ontario Hydro
has developed simple risk-based safety standards
and targets for selected systems to enable their
quantitative assessment. These standards2 are con-
sistent with the AECB guidelines,3"6 which all Ca-
nadian utilities are required to satisfy. Ontario
Hydro has an extensive program to compare an-
nually the actual performance of these selected
systems with the established targets.7 This program
is designed to identify, on the basis of direct op-
erational experience, changes in operation, main-
tenance, hardware, or system design, which may
be needed to achieve and maintain a satisfactory
level of performance.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE TARGETS

The AECB guidelines that have formed the
basis for licensing Canadian nuclear generating
stations (which are all of the CANDU design3)
are summarized in Table l (Ref. 3).

'Hank Brunnader is Head of Applied Technology, Isotope
Sales and Services, for Ontario Hydro. He earned the Ph.D
degree in nuclear physics from University of California, Berke-
ley, in 1969. After working as a shift supervisor at the McMas-
ler University reactor, he joined Ontario Hydro in 1973. From
1980 to 1985 he was head of the Reactor Safety Reliability
Section. His experience includes most aspects of reactor safety
in operating plants. Current address: Ontario Hydro. 2700
Lakeshore Road West, Mississauga. ON, Canada. LJJ 1K.3.

Table 1 shows that the occurrence of serious
process failures (SPFs) must be limited (in total
frequency) to less than one every three years, and
the frequency of the dual failure occurrence (SPF
plus failure of a safety system) must be limited
to less than one every 3 000 years. Implicit in the
latter (dual failure) requirement is that the safety
system failure probabili ty should be <IO'3. This
failure probability can be used as a reliability
target against which performance observed in ser-
vice can be compared.

Note, however, that this serves only as an op-
erational target (i.e., a tool to help in judging
performance) rather than a hard limit because of
the following:

—The ability to meet target (and, conversely,
the significance of not meeting target) depends
heavily on the success and failure criteria being
used. Use of very strict criteria, with a large degree
of conservatism, can result in systems not meeting
target because of one or more marginal deficien-
cies even though the effect on overall risk is
minimal.

—The statistical uncertainties involved can be
quite large, particularly in the early years of
operation.

—The net effect on public risk arising from
a safety system not meeting target can be offset
by process systems performing in a better than
minimally acceptable manner.

Although perhaps tolerable from a risk point
of view, the failure of a safety system to meet
target is highly undesirable. When such a situation
does occur, a detailed review is undertaken to de-
termine the cause. Operating procedures are mod-

J. Anthony Fair is technical supervisor in the Reactor
Safety Reliability Section of the Radioactivity Management
and Environmental Protection Department, Ontano Hydro.
In 197Î he graduated from the University of Manchester with
a B.Sc. degree m physics. Farr worked in reactor safety anal-
ysis for the Nuclear Power Company in the United Kingdom
for five years before joining Ontano Hydro in 1980. Current
address: Ontario Hydro, A2-G1, 700 University Avenue, To-
ronto, ON, Canada, MÎG 1X6.
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Table 1 Atomic Energy Control Board Licensing Criteria

Dos« limits

Situation

Serious process failure"

Serious process failure
plus failure of any
safety system

Maximum
frequency

1 per3yr

I per 3 000 yr

Individual
(whole body)

5 X ID'1 rem
(5 X 10-3 Sv)

2.5 X 10' rem
(2.5 X 10-} Sv)

Population

10* person-rem
(lO'Sv)

106 person-rem
(lO'Sv)

'Serious process failure is defined as any failure of reactor systems that could, in the absence of
safety system action, lead to fuel overheating, fuel damage, and / or the uncontrolled release of radio-
activity.

ified, hardware is upgraded, or system design
changes are made as required to improve perfor-
mance. The safety systems to which this program
is applied (in Ontario Hydro termed Special Safety
Systems) are

—Shutdown system l (SDS1)
—Shutdown system 2 (SDS2) (where fitted)
—Emergency coolant injection system (ECIS)
—Negative pressure containment system

(NPCS)
Note that these special safety systems are provided
solely to mitigate the effects of process upsets or
failures and are independent of the process
systems." '"9.10

PERFORMANCE INDEXES
OF SPECIAL SAFETY
SYSTEMS

The basic objective of an operational reliabil-
ity program is to determine, on the basis of op-
erating experience gathered on a particular system
over a finite time (usually one year), whether the
system performed acceptably and will continue
to do so. The reliability target is one criterion
of acceptability. The principle is uncomplicated;
thé practice, however, is somewhat 'more complex.

Because special safety systems are carefully
designed and maintained, component failures are
relatively infrequent. This fact, coupled with the
built-in redundancy, makes total system failure
highly improbable. Although such features con-
tribute to high reliability, they also make mean-
ingful performance assessments difficult because
of the limited data.

Despite the data limitations, considerable in-
sight can. still be gained by analyzing the oper-
ational data to the extent practical. This article
describes the. methods used by Ontario Hydro to
analyze operational data. These methods do not
provide a detailed statistical analysis of inade-
quate data but rather are used to determine the
need for change in light of operational experience.

To provide an objective means of assessing
actual system performance, Ontario Hydro mea-
sures and tracks a number of indexes that relate
to the various aspects of reliability performance,
because no single parameter can provide sufficient
insight into system performance given the limita-
tions of finite data. The indexes used by Ontario
Hydro to measure reliability performance follow:

1. System inoperability. System inoperability
is the fraction of time during a previous year that
a system was fully incapable of providing pro-
tection for the events with which it was designed
to cope. This index is determined directly from
observation. It does not include marginal failures
to meet the design intent of the system and is
therefore a nonconservative measure of system
performance. However, when used in conjunction
with "observed system unavailability" (see item
2 below), it is useful in distinguishing between
major system faults, which definitely affect public
risk, and faults that may, in reality, represent
only an erosion of the conservative assumptions
used in the plant safety analysis.

2. Observed system (or actual past) unavail-
ability. Observed system unavailability is the time
fraction that the overall system was known to be
not fully available during the past year. Again,
this index is determined directly by observation.
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It includes any faults that result in system inop-
erability with all other faults (or combination of
faults) that resulted in the system not being ca-
pable of fully meeting the design intent. Therefore
it is a conservative measure of system perfor-
mance. Although this index provides a conserva-
tive measure of the actual system performance,
it is susceptible to large statistical fluctuations
from year to year, which complicates decision
making based on this parameter alone. It also
provides little information on component or sub-
system performance.

3. Derived system (or past) unavailability. De-
rived system unavailability is a calculated index
that uses a reliability model (generally a simple
functional block model) to combine the results
of the testing program obtained over a one-year
period. All unsafe faults that occurred over the
previous year are included, and subsystem-com-
ponent unavailabilities are calculated by using an
estimate of average future fault durations. The
index is sensitive to short-term changes in system
performance and provides more information than
"observed system unavailability" on the contri-
bution of individual component/subsystem fail-
ures to overall system performance. It also
provides an indication of the statistical signifi-
cance of the value of the observed system un-
availability in a particular year: If observed
system unavailability is significantly higher than
derived system unavailability, faults on redundant
components overlapped to a greater extent than
expected, or fault durations were much longer
than would reasonably be expected in the future.
Conversely, an observed unavailability that is
much less than a derived unavailability indicates
a fortuitous situation that should not be expected
to continue in the long term.

4. Expected system or predicted future unavail-
ability. Expected system unavailability is a cal-
culated index that uses the same reliability model
as derived system unavailability to combine all
relevant subsystem (or component) experience ob-
tained to date on the system of interest. Where
few or no failures have been observed, a 50%
confidence chi-squared estimate of failure rate is
used to provide an estimate of subsystem (or com-
ponent) performance. After a few years, this index
provides a statistically valid upper limit estimate
of long-term average system performance. Because
it uses all relevant experience, it does eventually
become relatively insensitive to sudden changes

in the performance of equipment, but such
changes are detected by other means (e.g., derived
system unavailability).

One point that should be emphasized in look-
ing at actual experience: Although Indexes 2, 3,
and 4 are called unavailability, they do not denote
the lime that the system is totally incapable. They
quantify the effects of faults that reduce the re-
dundancy or capability of the system, even though
the system may still provide adequate protection
for most events. These parameters are, in reality,
conservatively defined indexes that combine ex-
perience in a predetermined manner. They do not,
by themselves, precipitate actions or justify in-
action but are used as one input to the decision-
making process. The achievement of target using
these indexes provides some assurance that the
system is performing well, that is, that experience
is consistent with the design intent of the system
and that no strong need for change exists. Because
of the conservatism inherent in the approach, fail-
ure to meet target does not necessarily imply un-
acceptable risk; however, it is cause for a detailed
review of system adequacy.

ONTARIO HYDRO EXPERIENCE

In macroscopic terms, Ontario Hydro has
operated a number of commercial size
[>500 MW(e)] nuclear plants for a total of about
85 reactor years. During this time, the instances
of complete failure of a special safety system (i.e.,
system inoperability) have been rare. Table 2 sum-
marizes system inoperability data for Pickering
NGS-A [4 X 540 MW(e) CANDU] (Ref. 9) and
Bruce NGS-A [4 X 824 MW(e) CANDU]
(Ref. 10) to the end of 1984.

Table 2 Special Safety System Average
Inoperability (yean/year)

Safety system Pickerini NGS-A« Bnice .NGS-A'

Shutdown system I
Shutdown system 2
Emergency coolant

injection system
Negative pressure

containment system

0

0.7 X 10'J

0

0
0

0.02 X 1C'1

0

*NGS-A. Nuclear Generating Station A.
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10"

-110

-o"

10-5

, Observed system
I unavailability

Expected System-
unavailability
Derived system
unavailability

Target

77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84
YEAR

Fij. 1 Bruce Nuclear Genentinj Station A performance of
shutdown system 1.

The SDSs and NPCSs experienced no inop-
erability. However, EGISs experienced some lim-
ited inoperability at both stations. The main
contributor to ECIS inoperability at Pickering
NGS-A was a single fault in 1975, where the main
injection valve actuator failed. The Bruce NGS-
A experience is discussed below.

Table 2 summarizes the overall safety system
performance, but it provides little detailed infor-
mation with which to judge the adequacy of the
operation and maintenance of systems that pro-
vide the various lines of defense. A review of the
other parameters provides additional information;
consider, for example, Bruce NGS-A SDS1. The
unavailability parameters for the various years
are shown in Fig. 1.

The observed system unavailability was zero
in 1977, 1983, and 1984, a situation expected to
occur periodically. Similarly, 1979 and 1981 pro-
duced values in excess of target; these individual
values could be misinterpreted as cause for con-
cern, but they are part of the expected statistical
fluctuations in overall performance. (Note that
the unavailability in each of these years was dom-
inated by single events of relatively long
duration.)

Of more interest, however, is the long-term
trend of derived system unavailability that in early
years was close to the operational target of 10~3

years/year and appeared to be rising. On the basis

of this fact, a detailed review of experience showed
two significant contributors: (1) a failure of the
operator to adjust overpower protection set points
when entering a nonroutine operating state and
(2) a calibration error m overpower protection
that could have compromised trip effectiveness for
a bounded loss of regulation incident coincident
with an unusual flux shape. At no time were the
reactors actually operated with these unusual flux
shapes when these calibration errors occurred; thus
at no time was there inadequate protection. How-
ever, because such operation cannot be precluded
and is within the design envelope of the system.
the failure was a contributor to the unavailability
indexes.

So that the first problem could be resolved,
improved annunciation was installed and operator
training was revised to further emphasize this as-
pect of operation. So that the second problem
could be resolved, revised and strengthened ad-
ministrative controls on calibration procedures
were implemented to provide additional checks
before calibrations were carried out. As these
changes were made, the derived system unavail-
ability trends decreased and thus provided assur-
ance that system performance was, in fact,
improved.

Another example of detailed analysis is pro-
vided by the Bruce NGS-A ECIS (see Fig. 2) Al-
though the system inoperability has been small

a» .3
< 10 3

I..
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unavailability
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Fit- 2 Bruce Nuclear Generating Station \ performance of
the tmertency core injection system.
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(an average of 0.02 X IO"3 years/year), all unavail-
ability parameters indicate early performance sub-
stantially in excess of target. A detailed review of
performance revealed the following three major
contr ibut ing factors:

1. System testing. During testing of the ECIS,
a valve is closed to prevent mixing of the ordinary
(light) water in the ECIS with the heavy-water
reactor coolant. Although the test isolation valve
was designed to open if a loss-of-coolant accident
(LOCA) occurred during a test, its design opening
time was about 80.s. A worst-case assessment (dou-
ble-ended guillotine failure of a header) showed
that the ECIS could have been required to operate
as early as 56 s. During testing the system could
not cover a small, albeit improbable, portion of
the accident spectrum; thus testing contributed to
the unavailability indexes.

2. Failure to return service water supply to
recovery heat exchangers after mainte-
nance. Heat exchangers are provided to cool re-
covered water prior to reinjection during the
recovery phase following a LOCA. In 1979 the
valves in the service water supply lines to these
heat exchangers were discovered to have been left
closed following maintenance. Although it is
highly probable that, in the event of system use,
an operator would perceive the increasing temper-
ature of the recovery flow and open the service
water supply valves, the system did not ful ly meet
design assumptions. The event was therefore a
contributor to the unavailability indexes.

3. Income: handswitch position. In the event
of a LOCA, a rapid cooldown and /o r depressur-
ization of the secondary side of the steam gener-
ators is initiated to assist in depressurization of
the primary system and hence injection of low-
pressure ECI water. On one occasion in 1981, a
handswitch was left in an incorrect position and
thus blocked automatic initiation of the rapid cool-
down. Although this feature is only required for
a portion of the accident spectrum and although
the operator would have had time to detect and
correct this situation in the event of ECIS being
required to operate, the system again did not fully
meet its design intent, and the event contributed
to the unavailability indexes.

So thai these deficiencies could be overcome,
the actuator on the test isolation valve was re-
placed with a fast-acting actuator, which now op-
ens in about 30 s. This modification eliminates

testing as a contributor to the unavailability in-
dexes. Improved supervisory controls after main-
tenance have reduced the incidence of systems
left in inappropriate states, and improved t ra ining
has. to date, prevented a recurrence of errone-
ously blocking portions of ECIS operation. These
improvements are reflected in the performance
index trends that, on average, have been at or
better than target in recent years.

CONCLUSIONS

Ontario Hydro has developed quanti tat ive as-
sessment methods for monitoring the reliability
performance of selected systems. These methods
are being used to judge observed experience
against established targets and to ensure that op-
eration and maintenance practices meet the de-
mands for safe operation.

The methods used for monitoring reliability
performance include the tracking of a number of
performance indexes. No single performance in-
dex has been found that provides, on its own,
sufficient information to adequately judge system
performance in operation.

Overall, the basic risk criteria have always
been met, and the special safety systems have
generally met their operational targets. In each
case where a target has not been met, a detailed
review of experience has identified the root cause.
Changes in operating procedures, hardware qual-
ity, and system designs have corrected the iden-
tified problems. Although the performance
indexes are in many cases not essential to identify
problem areas, they facilitate understanding of
the magnitude of the problems. The general trend
of the performance indexes shows a realized im-
provement of performance as more experience is
gained and early troubles are identified and
eliminated.

The performance indexes used by Ontario Hy-
dro have proven useful in interpreting data to
better understand the actual reliability perfor-
mance of special safety systems. To date, use of
these methods has mainly been confined to mon-
itoring of safety system reliability within Ontario
Hydro. However, the methods are generally ap-
plicable to any reliable system where additional
insight is desired from limited operating data.
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